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In April 2019, the United States Department
of Agriculture (USDA) Food and Nutrition
Service (FNS) announced the roll-out of a new
two-year online purchasing pilot, as part of its
Supplemental Nutrition Assistance Program
(SNAP). The pilot, which was authorized in
the 2014 Farm Bill, is designed to enable SNAP
participants to take advantage of technological
changes in shopping and e-commerce, allowing
them to pay for their groceries online with
their electronic benefit transfer (EBT) cards
(the contemporary version of what used to be
known as “food stamps”).

are children.2 The economic impact of the
continuing pandemic has already forced millions
of people into financial jeopardy, making the
program even more essential in the coming
months and years, and intensifying longstanding
policy battles over its future.
Because of widespread stay-at-home orders in
response to the pandemic, many consumers
have been turning to the internet in huge
numbers for their basic food and other
household needs, and to shield themselves from
exposure.6 Even before the current health crisis,
shopping and paying for products exclusively
through the internet—known as e-commerce—
were already becoming routine activities for a
growing number of individuals and families.

SNAP at a Glance
Though the USDA does not allow EBT cards
to cover the costs of home delivery, some large
retailers are offering this service for free; others
enable consumers to buy online and pick up at
curbside without having to enter the store. The
online pilot initially started in New York state,
but quickly evolved to include several dozen
states and the District of Columbia. Expansion
of the pilot has accelerated in the midst of the
Covid-19 pandemic, and it is now available, at
last count, in 37 states. There is rising pressure at
the state and national levels to extend the online
ordering program to all SNAP participants, and
to subsidize the cost of home delivery.1
For decades, the Supplemental Nutrition
Assistance Program has been the nation’s “first
line of defense against hunger,” serving families
with low incomes who need food assistance.
Prior to the start of the current health crisis,
SNAP helped to feed approximately 40 million
Americans each month, 44 percent of whom

For decades, SNAP has been the
nation’s “first line of defense against
hunger,” serving low-income families
who need food assistance.3 In fiscal
year 2018, over 81.4 percent of SNAP
households had gross incomes at or
below the poverty line. Forty-one percent
of SNAP benefits went to households
with children, 21 percent to households
with disabled persons, and 26 percent to
households with senior citizens. Whites
make up 35.7 percent of SNAP participants,
while 25.1 percent are African American,
16.7 percent Hispanic, 3 percent Asian,
and 1.5 percent Native American (with 17.4
percent of respondent’s race unknown).4
Research shows that SNAP reduces poverty
and food insecurity, and that over the long
term, these impacts lead to improved health
and economic outcomes, especially for
those who receive SNAP as children.5
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Today, people can buy nearly anything they
want through their home computer or their
mobile phone and have it delivered directly to
them, even the same day. 7
Online purchasing via the EBT card could be a
very positive development for SNAP participants.
In its initial announcement of plans for the new
program, the USDA touted the public health
benefits, explaining that it “could improve
access to healthy food for those living in food
deserts—areas with sparse options to buy healthy
groceries—or for those who are unable to
physically shop on their own due to a disability
or transportation barrier,” and proclaiming that
with the new system, “Healthful Foods Could Be
Just a Click Away.”8 Limited availability of fresh
food is a serious problem that primarily affects
low-income communities and communities
of color in inner-cities, rural areas, and some
older suburbs.9 And this lack of access is one
of the factors that has led to the alarming rates
of overweight and obesity among many of
these populations.10 (See Sidebar: The Obesity
Epidemic Threatens Communities of Color and
Low-Income Groups.)

People who need government food assistance
should be given access to the same kinds of
online services that others in our country are
using to feed their families without having to
increase their risks of becoming ill. The SNAP
online purchasing program could be a vital tool
for achieving that goal. However, as this report
will show, it could also expose participants
to increased data collection and surveillance,
a flood of intrusive and manipulative online
marketing techniques, and pervasive promotion
of unhealthy foods. While all U.S. consumers
who use online ordering services face many of
these risks, SNAP participants are likely to be
disproportionately harmed by them.
In the following pages, we present the results
of our research on the eight retail companies
chosen to participate in the SNAP online
purchasing pilot as of May 2019.17 Our study
reveals that the companies in the initial pilot
program are deploying a broad spectrum of datadriven targeting and e-commerce practices that
are at the center of today’s digital marketplace.
The entire e-commerce system has evolved
in a largely unregulated environment, where

The Obesity Epidemic Threatens Communities of Color and Low-Income Groups
The USDA’s online purchasing program is being launched
at a time when obesity rates in the U.S. continue to rise
unabated. According to the Centers for Disease Control
and Prevention (CDC), nearly 40 percent of adults are
obese. Rates are even higher among low-income groups and
communities of color. These populations are at much greater
risk for serious illness, including Type 2 diabetes, high blood
pressure, and heart disease, which are directly related to
obesity.11 The CDC suggests a number of underlying factors
that may explain these health disparities, including higher
rates of unemployment, lower high school graduation rates,
greater levels of food insecurity, fewer opportunities for
physical activity, and targeted marketing of unhealthy foods.12
There has also been a dramatic and disturbing rise in
obesity among children and youth over the past several
decades. The prevalence of obesity is 13.9 percent among
2- to 5-year-olds, 18.4 percent among 6- to 11-year-olds, and

20.6 percent among 12- to 19-year-olds; for Hispanic and
African-American youth, the rates are 25.8 percent and
22.0 percent respectively.13 One of the biggest contributors
to this health crisis is the overconsumption of processed
foods, which have high levels of sugars, calories, and
fat, and which tend to be cheaper and heavily advertised.
Research has repeatedly shown that marketing of these
unhealthy products directly influences young peoples’
food and beverage preferences, purchase requests, and
consumption.14 Even when controlling for weight, some
studies have shown that people who consume processed
foods are at greater risk of developing Type 2 diabetes.15
A recent report published in the New England Journal of
Medicine projected that by 2030, nearly half all adults in
the U.S. will be obese, with substantially greater levels of
obesity and severe obesity among low-income populations
and communities of color.16
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no federal or state policies provide adequate
protections for consumers. Neither the USDA,
nor the companies in the pilot program, offer
sufficient protections to SNAP participants.
We explain how these practices may affect the
health of SNAP families. And we discuss the
implications of our findings in the context of
the growing body of research on the impact of
Big Data on discrimination, equity, and social
justice. We offer our recommendations for a

set of robust regulatory safeguards, industry
commitments, and ongoing accountability
mechanisms to accompany the full
implementation of the SNAP program across
the country. Finally, because shopping online is
likely to become the “new normal” for everyone
in the coming years, we argue for strong,
comprehensive government policies to ensure
privacy, security, fairness and equity for all U.S.
consumers in the Big Data era.

SHOPPING FOR FOOD IN THE ONLINE
RETAIL SURVEILLANCE SYSTEM
The SNAP online purchasing pilot is being
launched at a time of dramatic technological
changes in the grocery and retail industries.
The phenomenal success of Amazon as a leader
in online shopping has triggered a growing
migration of major retailers into the e-commerce
business. Walmart reported a 43 percent growth
in its online retail operations in the 4th quarter
of 2019, with grocery shopping at the heart of
this trend.18 Retailers and grocery brands are also
investing heavily in digitizing store operations,
the supply chain, merchandising, and the back
office. They are expanding their data operations,
developing new data-driven applications, and
turning to online and mobile marketing to
boost sales. U.S. grocery e-commerce, the fastest
growing sales category online.19 The recent
shelter-in-place orders have greatly accelerating
this projected growth.20
But while many people are becoming
intimately familiar with the experience of
shopping and buying online, most of them
are completely unaware of how e-commerce
actually works, or what its implications are for
themselves and their families. Behind the ease
of buying groceries and other consumer goods
and services online is a highly sophisticated
Big Data apparatus that integrates marketing,
product promotion, pricing, inventory supply,
ordering and delivery. Leading retailers, grocery
chains, and food and beverage companies are

using the latest advances in data analytics,
behavioral science, and communication
technologies, and combining them with new
methods of persuasion to influence consumers’
purchasing decisions. They are also forging
powerful partnerships among social media
and other online platforms, publishers, food
manufacturers, retail companies, and others.
The leading food and beverage brands—
including Mondelez, Pepsi, Coca-Cola and
Unilever—have all established their own inhouse Big Data operations.21
The longstanding enterprise of multicultural
marketing has also swiftly moved into the Big
Data era, fueled by the increasing diversity of
the American population, and the associated
purchasing power. African-American and
Hispanic buying power will reach $1.54 trillion
and $1.9 trillion, respectively, by 2022. Asian
Americans, African Americans and Latinx
consumers are also in the forefront of those
who use smartphones, streaming video and
audio, messaging apps, digital wallets and
similar services.22 Retailers and food marketing
companies view communities of color as a
particularly important target for their digital
marketing efforts. For example, IRI’s “Hispanic
Insight Advantage” service enables marketers
to use “precise data science” and “ethnic
segmentation” to “better understand brand
preferences of Hispanics across all available
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markets and geographies.”23 A new advertising
industry initiative—the Alliance for Inclusive
and Multicultural Marketing (AIMM)—whose
membership includes leading brands, agencies,

and research companies, has been formed
to develop more effective data use and other
practices to reach communities of color, as well
as LGBTQ+ markets.24

INSIDE THE “BIG DATA” E-COMMERCE BLACK BOX
The retail outlets and grocery chains chosen
to participate in the USDA’s online purchasing
pilot program are at the epicenter of today’s
changing retail marketplace, with several of them
playing a leadership role. (See Sidebar: SNAP Pilot
Retailer Profiles.) Based on our analysis of online
documents from these companies, as well as
from the information they have provided about
their data operations in their individual privacy
policies, we have identified eight features that are
emblematic of contemporary digital e-commerce.
Together, they constitute an entirely new system
of engaging with consumers, which has significant
implications for health, privacy, and equity.
1. Retailers and online e-commerce companies
access unlimited amounts of information on
consumers—including highly sensitive data—
and use it to identify and target individuals
wherever they go, online and off. Data is at
the heart of today’s retail and e-commerce
marketplace, with the goal of gathering as much
detailed information about each customer as
possible in order to target them individually
with personalized messaging and interactive
experiences. Data analytic systems enable
retailers to access, analyze and act upon a wealth
of information on consumers—including their
purchasing behaviors, device use, geolocation,
social media interactions, online interests,
financial status, race/ethnicity, age, health
concerns and more—to gain granular insights
into how, when, where, and why people buy
food, beverages and other products.44
Major food and beverage companies, often
working with retailers and grocery and
convenience stores, use this information
along with a host of data-driven techniques

to promote the sales of fast foods, snacks,
soft drinks, and other products that have
been linked to poor health outcomes.45 The
companies chosen to participate in the SNAP
pilot program are all engaged in this process
of data collection and analysis, drawing from a
broad array of sources.
y Amazon is an obvious leader in this datadriven enterprise, bundling data provided
by advertisers with its own expansive store
of granular knowledge about its consumers’
behaviors, including when they use mobile
phones, watch streaming videos (such as
Amazon’s Fire TV) or use personal computers.46
y The Walmart Media Group (formerly known as
the “Walmart Exchange”—WMX) enables food,
beverage, and many other brand marketers to
take advantage of the retail giant’s “shopper
data at scale,” providing “a direct connection
to hundreds of millions of Walmart shoppers,”
and tapping into “billions of shopper behaviors
based on 150 million omnichannel shoppers
every single week—every search, every click,
every transaction.” By leveraging these massive
amounts of data, the company explains in
its online sales materials, it can “best predict
intent to purchase, both in store and online,”
identifying those individuals “with the highest
propensity to purchase your products.”47
Walmart’s Data Café analytics hub, based at
its headquarters, is designed to “make sense
of all the data collected across its more than
20,000 stores,” so it can engage in “real-time”
insights used for marketing, pricing and
other business decisions.48 The Café (which
stands for Collaborative Analytics Facilities
for Enterprise) is part of Walmart’s work to
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build “the world’s largest”
private data cloud. CocaCola is one of Walmart’s
“shopper marketing” partners
developing numerous online
and in-store campaigns to
heavily promote the soft
drink.49 Walmart and Amazon
have also moved into
financial, health, and other
markets, enabling them to
expand their consumer data
holdings. (See Sidebar: From
Grocery Data to Information
about Finances and Health.)
y Regional online grocer
FreshDirect uses software
from IBM and other data
analytics companies “to gain
a single view of customer
activity across the digital
channel, and develop
tailored communications
based on fine-grained
customer segments.” This
process enables the retailer
or brand marketer to
know, in very intimate and
precise detail, not only what
particular brand or product
an individual customer
buys, but when, where, and
how often the purchase
is made.50 FreshDirect
recently chose the “Selligent
Marketing Cloud” to “deliver
personalized customer
experiences” driven by
“demographic, behavioral
and transactional data” that
provides “a unified view
of the customer.” Selligent
generates a “super-profile…
a 360-degree view,” enabling
clients such as FreshDirect
to “analyze and precisely
target consumers.”51

SNAP Pilot Retailer Profiles

In 2016, the USDA announced it was “seeking retailer
volunteers” for the new SNAP online purchasing pilot.
Companies wanting to participate had first to address a
number of technical issues, including payment processing
and data security. Eight retailers were chosen to participate
as of May 2019. The following are brief profiles of the
companies and their e-commerce operations.

AMAZON

DASH’S MARKET

The leading online site has its own
data-driven targeting system that
enables brands and retailers to reach
their “ideal audience on and off
Amazon.” By buying search ads based
on keyword targeting, purchasing
display ads, and “sponsoring”
products, marketers can use the
power of Amazon’s advertising
service to microtarget individuals
with ads and promotions, whether
they are shopping at Amazon.com or
viewing online content elsewhere.
Amazon Advertising is the thirdlargest digital advertising platform
in the U.S., and likely to increase its
market share further.25 In addition to
acquiring Whole Foods, Amazon has
positioned itself to play a greater role
in selling consumer packaged goods
(CPG). It has encouraged companies
like Mondelez and General Mills
to sell brands such as Oreos and
Cheerios directly to consumers
online, and is also expanding its own
“private-label” product sales.26

The New York state chain’s onlineordering system uses digital services
provided by an outside ecommerce
provider. Dash customers who buy
online, either for store pick-up or
home delivery, are told to sign up for
“Rosie,” its “online shopping partner.”
Rosie provides grocery stores an
“online shopping platform for mobile
and web [including] eCommerce,
delivery opportunities, omnichannel
marketing and deep data services.”27
Rosie has also developed a paymentprocessing system for mobile and
online commerce, working with First
Data. SNAP participants can pay for
the Dash orders “directly through the
Rosie app.”28 It also has a partnership
with ShoptoCook, which provides
stores with a variety of services that
include online circulars, recipes,
and digital discount coupons. The
coupons are delivered by a digital
marketing firm that features products
from leading providers of snack foods
and sugar sweetened beverages.29

SNAP Pilot Retailer Profiles (contiued)
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FRESHDIRECT

HY-VEE

SAFEWAY

An online grocer that considers itself
a “food technology company, it sells
and delivers in the New York City,
Philadelphia, and Washington, DC,
areas. FreshDirect has worked with a
variety of technology companies so
it can “get its customers what they
want, when they want it, before
they know it.”30 FreshDirect’s online
ordering system enables customers
to click a re-order button that will fill
up a shopping cart with previously
purchased items. It also features a
“deals and coupons” section.31

The Midwestern chain offers a
number of ways to reach customers
in all its 240 retail stores. Its “Aisles
Online” website is designed to
incorporate one million or more
products.32 It also promotes its services
on Facebook, Twitter, Instagram and
other social media sites. The company
calls itself a “grocery tech company,”
has created an “innovation lab,” and
develops both mobile and web-based
digital applications.33

Owned by Albertsons, Safeway
is connected to a sophisticated
ecommerce and digital marketing
program.34 Safeway’s “successful
digital marketing strategy” was one of
the attractions for its 2015 acquisition
by Albertsons, along with the 25 years
of Safeway “purchase data from their
loyalty program [that] provided the
foundation to build algorithms.”35

SHOPRITE

WALMART

WRIGHT’S MARKET

The Northeastern chain is operated
by the Wakefern Food Corporation
and considers itself a “pioneer” in
applying digital technologies to its
supermarkets.36 Wakefern’s online
strategies include digital coupons, a
mobile app, and the ability to leverage
its large database of customer emails
to send “targeted offers based on past
purchase behaviors.” Wakefern works
with digital commerce specialist Mi9
Retail, which touts its capability to
drive larger basket sales through
targeted advertising.37

An estimated 18 percent of all SNAP
benefits, or roughly $13 billion
annually, were spent at Walmart
in 2019.38 The leading retailer has
made significant investments over
the last several years to build an
online marketing and ecommerce
infrastructure.39 It acquired online retail
company Jet.com in 2016 to help boost
its mobile marketing services, such
as its app and Walmart Pay mobile
payments platform. Jet is known for
encouraging customers “to place more
products into their shopping carts for
a chance to receive bigger discounts.”40
The “technical powerhouse behind
Walmart Global eCommerce” is
Walmart Labs, based in Silicon Valley.
The Labs “employ big data at scale,”
from “machine learning, data mining
and optimization algorithms, to
modeling and analyzing massive flows
of data from online, social, mobile
and offline commerce.”41 The retailer’s
sophisticated in-house data and digital
marketing practices are continually
evolving, including through a series of
acquisitions such as its 2019 acquisition
of Polymorph Labs.42

The Alabama-based store began
offering online ordering in 2016 with
its “Wright 2 U Online Shopping and
Home Delivery” service. Customers
can receive text or email notifications
when an order is placed, including
“abandoned cart reminders” when
“they add products to their shopping
cart but do not purchase.” It offers
online coupons distributed by digital
marketing specialist Quotient, which
provides digital marketing services for
leading food and beverage brands.43
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From Grocery Data to Information about Finances and Health
Walmart and Amazon continue their push into markets
beyond retail, further expanding their abilities to amass
data on their customers and to intrude more deeply into
other areas of their personal lives.52 For example, Walmart
provides an array of financial services, including credit
cards and money transfers. Amazon offers credit cards and
also engages in “cloud-based” activities for leading financial
companies.53 In June 2017, Amazon unveiled “Prime
Reload,” which gives its Prime users “a 2 percent bonus”
credit if they use their debit card to transfer “cash directly
into an Amazon account.”54 It also offers consumers
with limited incomes—a “nearly 20% segment of the U.S.
population…who obtain government assistance with cards
typically used for food stamps”—a lower cost for its Prime
service. Such consumers (who are said to earn $50,000 or
less per household) are among the fastest growing group
of Amazon Prime customers.55 Both companies have also
entered the healthcare marketplace, with Walmart already
delivering “420 million prescriptions a year,” and operating

“numerous vision centers,” as well as health clinics that
“supply primary care, manage on-going conditions, hold
physicals and conduct lab tests.” At the 2020 Consumer
Electronics Show (CES), a Walmart representative of
“customer experience and strategy for health and wellness”
explained that health services are “part of the ecosystem”
of the company: “We have 150 million shoppers who are
coming in [to stores]. This is a convenient opportunity
for them to combine a trip to pick up groceries, get their
healthcare….” According to a report on the presentation,
“[A] grocery retailer like Walmart could fuse personalized
medical and dietary recommendations with the ability
to purchase relevant food items, all at one location.”56
While this expansion of services may be more convenient
for consumers, it also raises serious privacy concerns by
enabling large retail corporations to gain unprecedented
access to highly sensitive medical and financial information
without adequate legal protections.

2. Companies draw from an expanding arsenal of
advertising technology (“adtech”) software,
services, and tools to segment both individuals
and groups into highly granular targeting
categories, and to engage with them not only
on retailers’ sites, but also across multiple
channels. E-commerce platforms and online
retailers are part of an integrated chain of
relationships known collectively as advertising
technology (or “adtech”). They include ad
agencies, data brokers, “marketing clouds,”
data management platforms (DMPs), “lead
generators,” artificial-intelligence ad specialists,
media companies, measurement providers, and
many others. Massive amounts of information
from individuals and groups of consumers are
continually analyzed to determine the most
effective method to influence their behaviors.57
Algorithmic decision-making relies on
statistical methods, such as regression analysis,
and increasingly on artificial intelligence, to
find patterns and clusters in the behavior or

characteristics of groups of online users.58
These “black-box” algorithms can identify and
classify segments of consumers automatically
and on an ongoing basis, assigning scores, and
sorting groups and individuals into preferred
buckets of targets, each of which can be
treated differently.59
Through a process known as personalization,
marketing messages are tailored to each user,
based on an individual’s interests, friends,
routine actions, local conditions, and device in
use. In this way, marketers can single out, for
example, an individual who frequents fastfood restaurants and buys candy and snack
foods at the store, along with other profile
information such as income and televisionviewing habits. Retailers and other marketers
can also follow, track, and target individual
users across all of their digital devices, relying
on a single identifier to determine that the
same person who is on a social network is
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also viewing a TV program and later watching
video on a mobile phone.60 Ads tailored
to individuals can be delivered through
programmatic advertising systems that allow
marketers to purchase an opportunity to reach
the individual with a targeted ad, or to “show
an ad to a specific customer, in a specific context.”61
Through look-alike modeling, companies are
able to infer characteristics about a consumer
without directly observing a person’s behavior,
collecting data, or obtaining consent. They
do this by “cloning” their “most valuable
customers” in order to identify and target
other prospective individuals with the same or
similar demographic and behavioral profiles.62
The companies chosen to participate in the
USDA’s online purchasing pilot make extensive
use of these adtech systems. For example:
y Safeway’s parent company operates
“Albertsons Performance Media” (APM)
platform, which “gives brands access to
proprietary shopper data to target shoppers
on digital channels and drive sales across the
retailer’s network for more than 2,300 stores in
35 states.”63 Among APM’s clients are Pepsi and
General Mills.64
y Amazon enables its participating marketers
to engage in look-alike modeling, where
advertisers can “reach customers who exhibit
similar behaviors.”65
y Amazon and Walmart operate their own
proprietary demand-side platforms,
programmatic ad-decisioning systems that
leverage “billions of interactions” to generate
ads for marketers who successfully bid for
the right to have their advertisements placed
before specific individuals.
y Mi9Retail, whose clients include Albertsons’,
Safeway, Peapod, Shoprite, and Wakefern,
claims that its customer-centric analytics can
“[U]nderstand your customers’ behaviors
over time to more effectively map their

buyer journeys [and] Identify and segment
your customers by their propensity to buy,
incorporating demographic, geographic,
psychographic, and social data to launch more
effective campaigns.”66
3. With more than 240 million people in the
U.S. using smartphones, marketers routinely
deploy geolocation technologies, which tap
into consumers’ location data and follow their
movements and activities. The widespread
adoption of mobile phones has given
marketers not only the ability to reach
someone “on the go,” but also to capitalize on
their movements throughout the day.67 Mobile
devices continually send signals that enable
advertisers to take advantage of an individual’s
location data, including through the phone’s
GPS (global positioning system), Wi-Fi and
Bluetooth communications, proximity to cell
towers, and its Internet Protocol (IP) address.68
Retailers, grocery, and convenience stores, food
and soft drink brands, as well as quick-service
restaurants, have all adopted new ways to use
the data generated by smartphones and other
mobile devices.69
Geolocation strategies involve extensive and
detailed analysis of the “places” that people
visit, generating new insights to help food and
beverage companies track, identify, analyze,
and target customers.70 “Place data” can
include the characteristics of a neighborhood,
such as its ethnic/racial mix, income level,
customer information from loyalty programs,
and online tracking information.71 Geoframing
can be used to collect data about customers at
a particular location and then use that data for
future retargeting, cross-selling or upselling. It
enables marketers to identify a consumer who
has been at a specific location and can then be
subsequently targeted online.72 Geolocation
data can also be used to draw very sensitive
inferences about individuals, including
health status.73
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All of the companies originally selected for
the SNAP pilot deploy geolocation and mobile
marketing strategies. For example:
y ShopRite worked with a leading advertising
technology company to redesign its app for
Apple devices to incorporate geolocation and
to offer a “comprehensive grocery ordering,
delivery, and pick up eCommerce solution.”74
y Albertson’s APM platform creates “immersive”
advertising content, promising to “drive
action” and “location-based messaging”
through personalized and targeted
promotions.75
4. Retailers offer a wide variety of online incentive
and rewards programs—including loyalty
cards, digital coupons, cash-back dividends,
redeemable points, discounts, contests, and
sweepstakes—that require consumers to
surrender detailed records of their grocery
shopping in order to save money. All of the
companies in the pilot offer loyalty cards
and other rewards programs, which give
customers the opportunity to save money
when they purchase groceries and other
necessities for their families, online or
in-store. Through branded mobile apps,
“promotions that align with a shopper’s
purchase history” can be sent directly to a
consumer’s mobile device. While these kinds
of incentive programs have been around for
a long time, they have become much more
sophisticated in the digital age, and are one
the key tools used by grocery chains and other
retailers to engage in data-driven marketing.76
y Dash’s Market works with an e-commerce
grocery marketer called “Rosie,” which
enables the grocer to send “special offers”
via text messaging through a customer’s
mobile device. The system also allows Dash
to personalize its loyalty offerings, such
as “rewards and incentives for joining”—
including points and cash back.77

y Safeway’s “Just for U” app, which Albertsons
has adopted for its stores, delivers
personalized coupons and “deals” in a way
highly visible to the customer. The app is
“personalized” to each particular household
based on a shopper’s behavior both at its
stores and online. Through its use of Alation
collaborative analytics technology, Safeway
has been able to analyze data to gain “faster,
more accurate customer loyalty insights…
intricately and individually anticipating its
customers’ buying behaviors.” It has also
helped spur additional online “shopping trips.”
This “personalized digital marketing delivered
hundreds of thousands of dollars of additional
revenue” and “generated other cost-savings,”
according to an award that Albertsons received
for its online marketing work.78
y In order to use Hy-Vee’s digital coupons,
customers have to activate a “Fuel Saver +
Perks” card and also have an online account.
The loyalty and rewards program enables
Hy-Vee to compile a record of each customer’s
purchases.79 The company promotes itself
across online media channels, and also conducts
sweepstakes, such as its 2020 “PepsiPepsi” Super
Bowl promotion, which customers enter by
purchasing a Pepsi or other Frito-Lay product.80
5. Brands are playing a greater role in ensuring
that their products are highly visible on the
digital shelf in order to increase their portion
of online sales as well as overall “basket size.”
With their bigger ad budgets, companies
marketing processed foods can eclipse those
promoting healthier, less expensive products.
For decades, brand marketers and retail stores
have deployed a number of strategies for
ensuring that particular products are placed
in the foreground of consumers’ attention
and shopping experiences. These have
included the use of “slotting fees,” where
companies pay for favorable placement
of their brands on a store’s shelves. Such
strategies are being replicated in the online
e-commerce environment, and are combined
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with all of the data-driven personalization
and targeting techniques described above.81
Online brands can make their products more
“discoverable” by operating or influencing
search engines, and facilitating the ease with
which consumers find their products online
through optimized keywords on search
engines, and personalized email offers based
on individual shopper data. Individuals
receive unique recommendations, offers and
discounts, and reminders at check-out in an
effort to boost product sales.82 A key goal is to
expand shoppers’ spending on a continuous
basis, having them buy in greater quantities
and to purchase more expensive products
online. Many of the e-commerce marketing
services used internally by grocery retailers or
via partnerships are designed to facilitate such
additional basket spending at check-out.83
y Amazon’s ad platform offers one of the most
sophisticated and far-reaching systems for
preferential access to desired customers on
and off the Amazon platform, allowing brands
to retarget consumers. Through “Sponsored
Display” campaigns, Amazon facilitates the
targeting of consumers with “maximum impact
and with minimal effort.” Ad creatives include
features such as “product image, pricing,
badging, star rating, and Shop now button that
links back to your product detail page, making
it easy for customers to browse or buy.”84
These ads can be triggered as a consumer
searches for a product, and can appear on
desktop computers, mobile and video devices
and in Amazon’s own app. When someone
clicks on the ad, explains Amazon, they “go
to the product’s detail page where your offer
is listed.” To facilitate more effective targeting
of Amazon users, Sponsored Display clients
can benefit from “automation and machine
learning to optimize your campaigns.”85 Chip
company Barcel developed its own store on
Amazon to promote its Takis corn chips,
enabling it to “provide a visual and engaging
way for shoppers to engage with the brand.”
It also became a “sponsored brand.” According

to Amazon, one category of the Takis chips
was among “the top 10 Amazon Best Sellers for
“’Corn Chips & Crisps.’”86
y Dash’s Market’s “Rosie” system offers brands a
number of ways to foreground their products.
“Vendors pay to initiate digital campaigns,”
while “retailer private label products are
promoted to category captains” (where they
can receive preferential treatment, including
data analysis).87
y Hy-Vee bills itself as “the first retailer in the
U.S. to partner with the Citrus Retail Media
Platform,” which helps increase “product sales
through sponsored search and monetize digital
shelf space for retailers….” Through Citrus,
Hy-Vee and other retailers can generate “a
new revenue stream and monetize their digital
real estate” where brands can “compete in a
live auction for prime product positioning
and targeted banner ad placements….”
Citrus says it can target customers based
on their “household types,” “spend level,”
and “purchase history,” which helps deliver
an increase in spending by both customers
and advertisers. Citrus recently formed a
strategic partnership with retail analytics firm
Mi9 Retail (which also works with ShopRite
and Safeway, and which has announced a
partnership with the Google Cloud Platform).88
6. Through the use of artificial intelligence,
machine learning, and the latest insights
from behavioral economics, companies have
created a host of techniques for maximizing
their ability to influence consumer behaviors,
including fostering impulsive purchases of
sugar-sweetened beverages and foods that are
high in salts, fats, and sugars. New software
applications can “learn” how someone reacts
to a particular ad or piece of content, and then
deliver a subsequent series of ads with altered
messaging specifically designed to be more
appealing to the individual user, a technique
sometimes called dynamic creative.89 These
advances help enable predictive targeting,
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where the “best combinations of text, image,
colors and more” are determined to “create
and serve an ad.”90 Using sophisticated insights
from behavioral science and economics, food
marketers and retailers can design individually
tailored appeals that create a sense of urgency
or scarcity, in order to “trigger or ‘nudge’
consumers toward a desired behavior.”91 These
individualized prompts are often integrated
into e-commerce retailing platforms, where
users of online grocery ordering systems can
be “reminded” during the check-out process
about items they should also place in their cart.
According to shopper marketing experts,
the “online environment is an ideal breeding
ground for impulsivity.”92 Because the interface
is personalized—based on a person’s previous
shopping behavior and other profiling data—
the prompts that are aimed at an individual
consumer can be even more powerful, and
potentially much more detrimental to health,
especially when used to promote sugarsweetened beverages and foods that are high
in salts, fats, and sugars. Among the companies
using AI and machine learning to generate
these and other types of personalized online
marketing are Kellogg’s, Pepsi and Coca-Cola.93
y Working with e-commerce company Vantage,
which specializes in using machine learning
and artificial intelligence to help power online
sales of consumer packaged goods and other
products, FreshDirect uses a “Digital Co-op
Advertising Platform” to “reach millions of
online grocery shoppers with ads containing
the right messages at the right times.” In one
case study for FreshDirect, Vantage helped the
company roll out a campaign “using real-time
shopping behavior observed on the website.”
A set of “custom targeted audiences” was
developed where “proprietary algorithms” were
applied so ads could be delivered to specific
consumers “at times they were most likely
to make a purchase.” “Hundreds of variants”
of ads were created “with just a few clicks,”
so FreshDirect could target shoppers more
efficiently. Vantage is able to help FreshDirect

campaigns through its ability to “perform
multivariate tests and optimize hundreds or
even thousands of ads across multiple channels”
for specific items and “in real time.”94
7. Retailers have instituted a number of online
strategies for encouraging and enabling what they
call “frictionless” shopping. Techniques such as
re-order buttons, reminders, abandoned-cart
notifications, and other forms of personalized
service are designed to promote a seamless
experience for online shoppers.95 Amazon’s
1-click buying feature is another example of
removing barriers for consumers and facilitating
check-out.96 This strategy also involves
integrating social media and communications
platforms with e-commerce services.
y FreshDirect partnered with MasterCard’s
“MasterPass” bot system, which is
connected to Facebook and its “Messenger”
communications application. In its April 2017
announcement, MasterCard explains that
“the bots leverage artificial intelligence (AI)
technologies to enable consumers to interact
with the merchant brands, build their order
and securely checkout via MasterPass, all
without leaving the Messenger platform.”
Such “conversational commerce” is made
“frictionless,” says MasterCard, explaining that
“FreshDirect now makes it easy for customers
in those markets to browse, shop and purchase
their groceries directly within Messenger.”97
Companies are also producing original media
content for their brands, creating videos, regularly
posting on Instagram and other social media, and
overseeing sophisticated ad- and data-targeting
platforms. Companies are taking advantage
of what is called the “Instagram Effect,” using
compelling images to capture “visual shoppers,”
and engaging so-called influencers to promote
their products.98 One of the latest innovations
is called shoppable content, a feature on such
popular platforms as Instagram, Pinterest, and
YouTube. When a photo or other image of a
brand is featured, social media users can make
an instantaneous purchase without having to go
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to another site. Google’s “shoppable ad units are
served up based on a user’s browsing and search
words,” with product images available for the
YouTube homepage, the Gmail promotion inbox
and other properties. The tech giant reports that
“50 percent of online shoppers said images of the
product inspired them” to make a purchase.99
8. Through real-time measurement, grocery
chains, retailers, and online shopping services
can determine how a marketing campaign
or e-commerce practice affected consumer
purchasing behavior, enabling companies to
maximize and fine tune their techniques with
unprecedented precision. Among the recent
advances in shopper marketing is the use
of data analytics to document the impact of
online advertising on actual sales.100 Amazon,
Safeway, ShopRite, and Walmart claim to be
able to measure the impact of search, social,
display, email, and video media channels based
on how consumers discover, research, and
buy products. Measurement systems provide
“closed-loop” attribution of advertising to
purchasing behavior, allowing Walmart, for
example, to inform its advertisers that it “can
accurately measure the effect of your digital
campaign not just on our site and mobile
apps—but in our stores.”101

The Engine of E-commerce

y IRI, one of Google’s measurement partners,
enables companies to “measure the impact of
YouTube advertising on offline sales.” IRI’s
data include a “vast point of sale, frequent
shopper” and other data to determine “actual
in-store sales lift impact of ad spend.”102
y Nielsen Catalina Solutions, also a Google
measurement partner, helps consumer product
goods (CPG) companies measure “the in-store
sales driven by CPG advertising delivered on
YouTube.” Facebook has an extensive system
to help advertisers—such as KFC, McDonald’s,
Frito-Lay and Wendy’s—measure the impact of
their marketing, including actual purchases.103
Marketers using Amazon are provided with
a number of “real-time measurement” and
“attribution” tools that “measure the impact
of search, social, display, email, and video
media channels based on how consumers
discover, research, and buy your products
on Amazon.” According to the company, its
“unique conversion metrics—including Amazon
detail page views, purchase rate, and sales—give
you a comprehensive view into how each of
your marketing tactics contribute to shopping
activity on Amazon.”104

DATA COLLECTION

Bundled and distributed at scale

REAL TIME MEASUREMENT

AD TECHNOLOGY

Maximizing techniques with precision

with granular targeting

FRICTIONLESS SHOPPING STRATEGIES

GEOLOCATION

Subscriptions, Buy Again buttons and reminders

Mobile marketing

AI AND BEHAVIORAL SCIENCE

REWARD PROGRAMS AND COUPONS

Manipulate behavior and trigger impulse decisions

Discounts, digital coupons, loyalty points and contests
DIGITAL SHELF

Maximizing visibility in digital real estate
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y In one case study, Amazon explained how it
helped Pepsi’s Quaker Oatmeal Squares Cereal
deliver “custom coupon ads” that produced
a “strong ROI [return on investment].” This
campaign, which included the participation
of measurement partner Nielsen HomeScan,
helped “reveal exact groups of Amazon
customers who were most likely to take action…
[including] those who were in-market for other
grocery products.”105 In its work to promote
Planters Peanuts, Amazon assisted the company
to develop “a full-funnel campaign… that

reached customers at all stages of the shopping
journey.” It included “streaming video,” a “shopable landing page where customers could buy
a variety of Planters nuts,” as well as “display
ads on Amazon DSP and sponsored ads to
reach audiences more likely to engage with
Planters.”106 Hershey’s promoted its Reese’s
and KitKat brands using Amazon’s streaming
video distribution system, generating valuable
measurement insights on the effectiveness of
the candy company’s campaign.107

THE REAL COST OF ACCESSING ONLINE BENEFITS
Online shopping and home delivery could make
food and other products more accessible for many
consumers who are unable to get to stores.108
Such access is particularly important during the
current coronavirus pandemic. Digital coupons
and loyalty cards could also reduce the costs of
necessities, enabling consumers to buy more with
their limited funds, and could be vital to their
ability to make ends meet when money is very
tight. Personalized services help streamline the
process of shopping online, providing discounts
for the brands and products that consumers use
most frequently, and offering promotions for
products that are tailored to individual needs. But
this system also comes with a price. Never before
have we seen the extent, level and nature of data
collection and use that have become the engine
of e-commerce, nor the explosion of intrusive,
manipulative, and potentially discriminatory
marketing practices that are at its core.
The rise of Big Data and the expansion of digital
technologies have created a massive retail
and e-commerce surveillance system, with
unprecedented scope and granularity.109 An
expanding infrastructure of sophisticated data
systems gives retailers, food and beverage brands,
and other marketers the ability to know their
customers and their behaviors in an intimate
way, to anticipate their actions, and to track and
follow them wherever they go—online and off.
Companies can target these individuals with

personalized messages—on their mobile phones,
as they communicate with friends on social
media, or when they are purchasing groceries
for their families online.110 Retailers are also
using facial recognition technologies to identify
customers’ gender, age, and ethnicity, and to target
them with tailored ads while they are shopping,
whether in the store itself or online.111 The loyalty
cards and discount coupons that have become so
vital to consumers for savings on food and other
necessities are also key mechanisms used to track
spending and purchasing patterns, with data
funneled into the machinery of the digital retail,
food and beverage industry, and e-commerce
operations. The ubiquity of the surveillance and
the merging of the online and physical worlds
makes these practices nearly inescapable.
These changes in the retail and grocery
industries have also unleashed an entirely
new set of tools designed to manage, and in
some cases manipulate, consumers’ behaviors,
foregrounding certain brands and products,
“reminding” customers to make purchases,
and triggering impulsive purchases based on
an individual’s profile and past behaviors.
Sophisticated measurement software provides
the industry with detailed and concrete
feedback to fine tune the system and to ensure
that all of these strategies and techniques are
actually working to influence how customers
respond. The techniques are part of a larger
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set of trends within the digital economy.
Technological advances in hyper-personalized
targeting, combined with insights gained from
cognitive and behavioral science, are creating
particularly powerful new methods for directing
user behaviors. These systems operate under the
radar of people’s everyday online interactions,
with virtually no transparency. For example,
many websites, e-commerce platforms, and
mobile apps are purposefully designed with
user interfaces “that benefit an online service
by coercing, steering, or deceiving users into
making unintended and potentially harmful
decisions.”112 Such design choices, known as
dark patterns, are increasingly woven into the
very fabric of the digital experience. Norwegian
researchers have found dark patterns in
Google’s privacy settings, which have the
effect of manipulating users into turning their
location-tracking history on.113 Researchers
have documented the pervasive use of darkpattern techniques on e-commerce sites, whose
interfaces are often designed to circumvent
rational decision making.114
With e-commerce aimed at increasing “basket
size,” marketers draw from this expanding arsenal
of digital techniques to position their most heavily
advertised brands and products—typically those
high in fats, salts, and sugars—at the foreground
of consumers’ online experiences. Researchers
at the Center for Science in the Public Interest
(CSPI) recently conducted an analysis of food
and beverage online promotions from six
retailers in the Washington, DC, area, including
several of the grocery chains that we examined
in this report. Despite a very small sample size,
the research seems to indicate that by far, the
majority of products promoted by retailers, via
grocery websites, email messages, store search
engines and featured price discounts, were for
such unhealthy products as sugar-sweetened
beverages, high-fat fast food, and sweet or salty
snacks. The researchers also raised concerns about
the role of personalized marketing, noting that,
“from a public health perspective,” the practice
creates a “path dependency problem. Retailers
may nudge customers repeatedly to replicate their

least-healthy purchases,” which can undermine
consumers’ efforts to change their eating habits.
“Though Americans are interested in eating
healthfully, manufacturers of unhealthy products
like soda, candy, and chips have greater resources
to take advantage of evolving technology than do
fruit and vegetable farmers.”115
While these retail and e-commerce practices
affect all consumers online, they are likely
to have a disproportionate impact on SNAP
participants, which include low-income
communities, communities of color, the disabled,
and families living in rural areas.116 The increased
reliance on these services for daily food and
other household purchases could expose these
consumers to extensive data collection, as well
as unfair and predatory techniques, exacerbating
existing disparities in racial and health equity.
Research has documented that food and
beverage companies already aggressively target
communities of color with marketing for foods
and drinks low in nutrition and high in sugars,
salt and fats.117 Low-income populations are
already more at risk for rising levels of obesity
and severe obesity, and additional targeting of
unhealthy foods would make them especially
vulnerable. This is especially true of the Latinx
community, where many could be exposed to a
“double dose” of targeted marketing in English
and Spanish.118 As major retailers and online
e-commerce companies expand their holdings
in the financial and health sectors, they will be
able to create even more extensive and highly
granular profiles than before. Individuals with
medical conditions such as heart disease, obesity,
and diabetes could confront a pervasive and
intelligent apparatus that delivers personalized
and aggressive marketing of prescription
drugs, insurance plans, and other products, by
using inferences about a consumer’s medical
condition. An association with higher health
risks based on food and beverage purchase data
might also disadvantage a SNAP participant
in the employment context, as employers are
increasingly relying on data-analytic tools to
make personnel decisions, thereby affecting who
gets interviewed, hired, or promoted.119
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USDA’S SAFEGUARDS FAIL TO PROTECT SNAP
PARTICIPANTS FROM ONLINE MARKETPLACE HARMS
The emergence of e-commerce and the changing
nature of retail are taking place in an essentially
unregulated environment. Unfortunately, the
safeguard framework mandated by the USDA
for the online purchasing program is minimal
at best, and the companies’ own self-regulatory
policies fail to offer adequate protections.
When the USDA first announced its Online
Purchasing Pilot for SNAP, the agency issued a
request for retailer volunteers (RFV) to submit

applications for the pilot, spelling out various
requirements for any companies agreeing
to participate.120 (See Appendix 1.) However,
while articulating some principles for privacy,
fairness, and equal treatment, the framework
reflects the weak and ineffective government
and self-regulatory systems currently in place in
the U.S., relying primarily on company privacy
policies and the “notice and choice” model. (See
Sidebar: U.S. Laws Offer Few Protections for
E-commerce Customers.)

U.S. Laws Offer Few Protections for E-commerce Customers
Unlike many other countries, the United States has no
comprehensive laws to regulate the digital marketplace,
protect consumer privacy, or offer meaningful safeguards
to address the kinds of practices we have documented
in this report.121 The basic framework for online privacy
protection in the U.S., established during the earliest days
of the commercialized Internet, relies on what is known as
the notice and choice model. Under this system, websites,
mobile operators, and other digital media companies
voluntarily post privacy policies informing consumers of
the nature and extent of data collection.122 Anyone who
wants to engage with an online service, however, is stuck
with a “take-it-or-leave-it” proposition, required to accept
the privacy policy and the company’s Terms of Service
(TOS) as a condition for accessing the website, online
platform, or mobile device, with no room for negotiation.
(The one exception is the most recent California privacy
law, which took effect January 1, 2020, and offers
consumers in that state more meaningful choices in the
relationships with online operators.)123 At the national level,
the U.S. Federal Trade Commission (FTC) is the agency
responsible for regulating the digital marketplace. However,
its powers are weak. Based on its jurisdiction over
“unfair and deceptive” commercial practices, it can take
enforcement actions against companies that violate their
own privacy policies, terms of service, or other promises to
consumers.124 But the agency lacks the statutory authority
to develop, implement, and enforce broad privacy and

digital marketing rules except in very specific areas where
Congress has granted it explicit power to do so.125 While
there are some laws in place to protect consumers from
deceptive marketing practices both online and off, their
application to the contemporary techniques in online retail
and digital e-commerce is very limited.126
Nor do self-regulatory systems offer any meaningful
protections for consumers. Advertising trade groups
have developed codes of voluntary conduct for digital
marketers, but these guidelines have been carefully written
in ways that do not challenge many of the prevailing (and
problematic) business practices employed by their own
members, including real-time data analysis and targeting,
machine learning and predictive analytics, look-alike
modeling, scoring, and loyalty programs such as e-coupons.
The mechanisms that are in place for oversight and
enforcement are primarily conducted by the trade groups
themselves, their partners, or individual companies, with
no independent accountability.127
A variety of U.S. laws prohibits intentional or unintentional
discrimination against protected classes, including racial
and ethnic minorities, women, seniors, and people with
disabilities. They operate in the area of employment, credit,
housing, public accommodations, public education, and the
right to vote, for example. There have been calls for updating
civil rights laws to make them applicable online as well.128
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A basic tenet of the entire food-assistance
program is that SNAP participants must be
guaranteed “equal treatment” when compared
to consumers outside of the program. Federal
regulations require, for example, that SNAP
benefits “shall be accepted for eligible foods
at the same prices and on the same terms and
conditions applicable to cash purchases of the
same foods at the same store.” Equally, SNAP
participants “may not be given any special
privileges or offers that are not available to
other customers.”129 As the SNAP program
moves online, the USDA has incorporated this
same principle into its online purchasing pilot,

mandating that participants “must be treated
according to the same policies established for all
other customers, especially in the area of privacy,
use of customer data,” and requiring participating
companies to ensure that their website employs
“optimal security and privacy practices.”130 But
since there are no specific e-commerce or digital
marketing regulations for the general public,
requiring equal treatment for SNAP participants
is an insufficient policy to protect them from the
full spectrum of contemporary data collection
and analytics practices in use within the growing
online marketplace.

PRIVACY POLICIES ARE INCOMPLETE, CONFUSING,
AND DIFFICULT TO DECIPHER
As part of the research for this report, we
conducted an in-depth analysis of the privacy
policies of the eight companies chosen to
participate in the EBT pilot program.131 Because
these documents often contain language that
is obtuse, legalistic, and technical, this process
required some decoding to discern what the
policies do and do not reveal about company
practices and the safeguards they offer to
consumers. For cookies or online trackers, we
also sought to test for ourselves what the datacollection practices were and to compare them
with the USDA requirements. We relied on a
special software tool called Ghostery to conduct
a technical analysis to detect use of third-party
trackers and data-sharing processes on the
websites of the companies.132 Third-party trackers
are pieces of software embedded in websites and
platforms that enable an array of outside entities,
including marketing companies, to capture and
use information from a consumer.133
We were interested in determining not only
how well the policies adhered to the USDA
requirements, but also whether they measured
up to other prevailing standards that have
become widely accepted within the digital and

technology industries.134 These include the
industry’s own voluntary codes, as well as the
longstanding, international Fair Information
Practice Principles (FIPPs), a framework that
has guided policy making, as well as government
and industry data practices, around the world.135
Among the key principles are three that are
particularly central: The concept of data
minimization means that there should be limits
on the kinds and amounts of information an
organization, government, or company can
collect from an individual, as well as limits on
the amount of data or data elements that can
be used and shared. Closely connected to this
notion are the allied principles of use limitation
and purpose specification, which together mean
that personal data collected from individuals
should be limited and used only in ways that
are consistent with the reason for collecting that
information in the first place.
Below, we present the key themes that emerged
from our analysis of privacy policies from the
eight companies chosen to participate in the
online purchasing program. (More detailed
information on the individual privacy policies
can be found in Appendix 2.)
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Privacy policy disclosures are neither transparent
nor “optimal,” and consequently of little use to
consumers. According to USDA requirements, a
participating company’s privacy policy “should
describe exactly how the website itself will
or will not use information about individual
customers, and with whom the data is and is not
shared.” The agency does not specifically define,
however, the “optimal” privacy practices that
retailers should employ. We found, in fact, that
these eight retailers, relying on their existing
privacy disclosures, have policies that are less
than clear. Instead, they tend to be exercises
in purposeful obfuscation. Most companies
offer reassuring language that frames their data
practices as only in the best interests of their
customers. For example, Amazon explains that
“the information we learn from customers helps
us personalize and continually improve your
Amazon experience.” FreshDirect affirms that
“…we recognize and respect the importance of
maintaining the privacy of our customers.” At
Walmart, “customers are number one.”136 Safeway
has long lists of purported benefits to those who
sign up for its online ordering service, including,
for example, “providing you with newsletters,
articles, product or service alerts, new product
or service announcements, savings awards, event
invitations, and other information.”137
However, the same policies too often obscure
what those practices actually are, presenting
their data operations in the most positive and
beneficial terms, while diverting attention away
from any possible risks or harms. Language tends
to be particularly permissive and vague when it
comes to data uses, which are rarely described
specifically. When they are disclosed, they are
often ranked in such a way as to foreground
the most benign uses with no mention of any
associated risks. For example, Safeway lists
“responding to your requests” and “processing
and completing your transaction” first, followed
further on by “providing you with personally
tailored coupons, programs, promotional

information, offers, content, and ads,” and
“preventing, investigating, or providing notice of
fraud, unlawful or criminal activity.” A customer
reading this list would have no way of knowing
that “personally tailored offers” can also lead to
various forms of manipulation, or that overly
aggressive or ill-managed “investigations” can
lead to exclusion and denial of services.138 None
of the privacy policies addresses the use of data
to draw inferences, create profiles, target some
individuals, or exclude others. Some companies
give themselves carte blanche when it comes to
how they will use personal information collected
from their customers. For example, Hy-Vee’s
privacy policy, after listing a number of data
uses, ends with a legalistic, catch-all phrase: “The
foregoing list is not exclusive or exhaustive.”139
Such terminology is emblematic of the way
the pilot companies’ operations fly in the face
of longstanding privacy principles designed
to limit the collection and use of personal
information from individuals. Some privacy
policies suggest an excessive amount of acrossthe-board data collection and analysis that goes
well beyond the “collection limitation,” “purpose
specification,” and “use limitation” standards in
the Fair Information Privacy Practices Principles
(FIPPs).140 FreshDirect, Amazon, and ShopRite,
for example, collect social network data,
while Safeway, ShopRite, and Walmart collect
demographic information from third parties.
The Rosie’s privacy policy for Dash’s Market
collects date of birth and household size at signup. Walmart mentions the collection of data via
Wi-Fi/Bluetooth and cameras in its stores, to
cite only a few examples. Most companies also
obtain data from third parties, but remain vague
on the necessity, purpose or nature of this data
collection. For example, Mi9 Retail, which serves
ShopRite and other grocers, collects personal
and other information, including “data provided
by third-party sources, such as marketing opt-in
lists, or data aggregators.”141
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Finally, all of the privacy policies are invariably
long, densely worded documents, making it
nearly impossible to understand or evaluate
them. And since USDA did not insist on a
consistent, standardized approach across
companies, the documents are sprinkled willynilly with disclosures, which are presented
without any particular structure or coherence.
Amazon, for example, has no specific section on
data uses; rather, it provides a general statement
that data are used to personalize and improve
the customer experience.142
In sum, the privacy policies we analyzed
during our research period do not meet USDA’s
requirements. They do not come close to
describing “exactly” how the companies “will
or will not use information about individual
customers, and with whom the data is and is not
shared.” Though these policies may technically
adhere to the USDA’s privacy requirements, the
fact is that any SNAP participant who wants to
take advantage of the services in the new online
purchasing program has no real choice. Just by
signing up to get access to online products, receive
coupons for discounts, or take advantage of
home delivery, customers subject themselves to
massive, ongoing data collection, and personalized
targeting. Faced with the daunting, time
consuming, and nearly impossible task of reading
and deciphering a company’s privacy policy,
most customers will simply resign themselves to
agreeing to the terms.143 In addition, many privacy
policies—including those from a number of
participating pilot merchants—are only available in
English, creating another obstacle for consumers
who prefer Spanish or another language.
The online merchants chosen to participate
do not provide adequate choices for enabling
consumers to control how their data can be used
for marketing. USDA stipulates that merchants
must enable consumers to “opt-out” of receiving
“internal” marketing-related materials. All
pilot participants provide an opt-out for email
marketing, in accordance with this requirement.
However, having a safeguard only for how
marketing can occur by email overlooks the

myriad ways retailers can use data to target a
customer online. For example, they can use
someone’s personal information to personalize
an ad, and create individualized offers, content
and “site experiences” that cannot be avoided,
but are clearly used for marketing purposes.
Except for Hy-Vee Inc., all the participating
retailers state that their websites use personal
customer data to tailor their content,
communications, and ads.144
Although participating retailers collect and use
highly sensitive geolocation data, the disclosures
to consumers and use limitations are inadequate.
The collection and use of geolocation data have
become a central part of the digital marketing
ecosystem. For online retailers and e-commerce
platforms, mobile and geolocation data are at the
heart of many of their operations, a key strategy
for reaching and engaging customers, targeting
them with location-based ads and conducting
sales transactions. This type of information is
also inherently sensitive and can be used as a
proxy for many socio-economic indicators, such
as income and race or ethnicity, or to redline and
geo-target or geo-exclude particular consumers.
However, while other types of sensitive data
(such as health and financial) are often subject
to regulation, geolocation data remains largely
unregulated.145 Neither is geolocation specifically
addressed in the USDA framework for its pilot
companies, nor listed among sensitive data.
When we assessed whether the companies’
privacy policies included disclosures about
collection and use of real-time geolocation data,
only five of the eight mentioned it.146 And the
information they provided was vague, indicating
only that they may collect geolocation data.
The policies generally fail to highlight the most
sensitive data uses or the risks to consumers.
The other three, Dash’s Market/Rosieapp.com,
Hy-Vee Inc., and Wright’s Market, make no
references to geolocation data collection at all,
even though their own promotional materials,
as well as industry trade publications, widely
acknowledge their involvement in mobile
marketing and geotargeting operations.
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Companies routinely share extensive personal
information from their customers with “partners,”
“affiliates,” and other types of vaguely defined
“third parties,” while offering few, if any,
opportunities for individuals to “opt-in” for such
sharing, as required by USDA. Most privacy
policies fail to clarify the companies’ complex
third-party relationships, which are either
inconsistently defined or not defined at all.
Terms such as “service providers,” “affiliated
business,” or “partners” are unclear. Data sharing
can occur with such outside entities or within a
company’s own set of divisions or subsidiaries.
The relationships and impact of such sharing
between and among internal and outside parties
is, we believe, purposefully unclear—despite the
privacy risks. For example, according to Amazon,
“affiliated businesses” are companies that it does
not control. For Hy-Vee, it appears that these
are subsidiaries under the same corporate roof.
Safeway can share data collected on its site across
at least 21 of its companies, as it may share “…
your personal information with our parent or
affiliated companies for their use in a manner
similar to the purposes described….” Walmart
also says it can share a person’s data “within
our corporate family of companies, such as
with Sam’s Club, Moosejaw.com or Hayneedle.
com.”147 And, FreshDirect clearly violates USDA
requirements as it does not provide an opt-in,
even though it does share data with third parties
other than for fulfillment.
Significantly, USDA does not address the most
common and pernicious sharing of data about
consumer behavior online, the practice of
tracking consumers’ behavior and movements
across and within websites. USDA is silent on
the sharing of data among a complex web of
platforms, publishers, advertisers, and third-party
advertising technology (adtech) operators. Like
other e-commerce operators, SNAP e-commerce
providers allow outside parties to embed
“trackers” on their webpages, which enable
them to stealthily gather information about a
person’s activities. Most of the company policies
stipulate that they are not responsible for the
privacy practices of such third-party trackers.

For example, Amazon, Albertsons (Safeway),
and ShopRite state that they do not control data
collection and use by third-party trackers.148
We used the Ghostery browser tool to assess
the number and role of third-party advertising
trackers operating on each SNAP pilot retailer
website, and to measure the extent of their
activities. Among the eight companies that we
examined, FreshDirect had the most tracker
counts on their home pages (with 17), followed
by Amazon (14), Walmart (11), and Safeway/
Albertsons (8).149 All of the websites in our study
attempted to share “unsafe” personal data. Data
are considered “unsafe” by Ghostery when the
data “have the potential to identify uniquely an
individual user,” such as a unique ID or device
fingerprint.150 FreshDirect, Amazon, Walmart,
and Safeway/Albertsons stood out with more
than 10 requests each on their home pages. In
other words, for these three SNAP retailers the
Ghostery tool identified more than 10 occasions
in which “unsafe,” or personal, data, were
about to be transferred to a third party.151 But
no opt-in for this type of sharing was provided
as stipulated by USDA, and, in fact, five of the
sites provide no link to the industry-standard
Network Advertising Initiative ad tracker opt-out
page in their privacy policies.152
Three of the eight companies at least admit that
they share data when customers click through an
ad.153 This could mean, for example, that fast-food
and beverage marketers can use their relationships
with Walmart and other participating retailers
to learn which consumers fit the target profiles
for their brands, as well as how effective their ad
campaigns are in triggering purchases. However,
consumers have no way to avoid sharing their
data when they click on a targeted ad shown on a
pilot company’s website.154
After reviewing the information contained in
the privacy policies of the eight companies
chosen to participate in the online purchasing
pilot program, it is clear to us that they do little
to inform customers of their actual operations,
and offer only minimal safeguards. In some
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cases, the companies do not even adhere to the
requirements contained in the USDA’s weak
framework. Advocates, regulators and scholars
have warned for some time that online privacy
policies are often opaque and misleading, and
provide a false sense of security.155 As legal
scholar Katherine Kemp explains, too often
companies use their privacy policies “as a
marketing opportunity to manipulate, confuse
and overwhelm consumers into acceding to
their data practices, rather than to inform.”156
This approach is entirely inappropriate, given
the seriousness of the issue and the risks to
individuals. Privacy policies should be tools to
inform consumers, rather than to persuade or
manipulate them.157
There is a growing awareness among policy
makers, academics, and advocates that the entire
“notice-and-choice” model, sometimes called
privacy self-management, is deeply flawed. Data
tracking of consumers has become ubiquitous
and largely inescapable; data collection and

processing are mostly opaque, taking place in
hidden ways; and most privacy disclosures
are written in language that is too complex for
consumers to understand.158 Sole reliance on
consent mechanisms are misleading, too, when
profiles and inferences are based on data that are
derived from groups of individuals, or when they
are based on aggregated or “anonymized” data.159
Privacy self-management regimes like to suggest
that risks or harms are individualized and should
best be managed individually, when, in fact, a
significant portion of the risk and harms pertains
to groups and society at large, and thus must be
managed at that level. The significant imbalance
of power between online consumers and digital
corporations has further undermined consumer
safeguards, resulting in manipulation and a lack
of transparency and accountability. E-commerce
practices that use information technology to
impose hidden influences on individuals by
targeting and exploiting their vulnerabilities
further undermine notions of “control” and
individual choice.160

BIG DATA’S IMPACT ON COMMUNITIES OF COLOR
AND LOW-INCOME GROUPS
Many of the issues surrounding the new SNAP
online purchasing program are a microcosm of a
much larger set of concerns raised by the growth
of Big Data and its impact on social and economic
equality in American society. The rise of powerful
digital marketing and advertising companies, such
as Google, Facebook, and Amazon; the explosive
growth of the technology sector; and the
expansion of predictive analytics have all placed a
premium on amassing behavioral and transactiongenerated data. A growing body of academic
research has documented how these systems
can lead to disparate impacts on communities of
color, low-income groups, and other vulnerable
members of the population.161 For example,
studies have shown that some algorithmic
decision making may disproportionately impact
members of already disadvantaged groups.162
Predictive analytics and personalization enable

marketers to treat individuals or groups of
consumers differently, which can result in
various forms of marketplace discrimination.163
“Discrimination by association” has become
commonplace in the online advertising industry,
where people are grouped according to their
assumed interests or inferred traits and offered
or excluded from different products, services, or
prices on the basis of their presumed affinity.164
Researchers who studied Facebook’s advertising
systems found that even when housing and
employment ads were deliberately placed to
avoid any form of discriminatory targeting based
on race or gender, the platform’s ad-delivery
optimization engine “skewed” the delivery of
those ads along race and gender lines anyway.165
A number of studies have documented similar
patterns not only in housing and employment,
but also in lending and retail pricing.166
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How Segmentation and Sorting
May Contribute to Inequities
Step 1 Consumers may already be
segregated geographically due to
historic discrimination such as redlining;
consumption patterns are shaped by
economic conditions and other inequities, for
example, consumers in poor neighborhoods
may have no access to healthy food options,
which limits purchase opportunities.

Step 2 As consumers come online, they
are classified based on many data points,
including their own past consumption
patterns and patterns from people “like”
them. Algorithms group consumers into
segments, i.e. into groups of consumers
that share characteristics.

Step 3 Segments are further
sorted, i.e. ranked into more or less
“lucrative” marketing targets, making
some segments more likely to become
targets for advertising campaigns,
while others are more likely excluded
from these campaigns.

1

2

3

Step 4 Advertising exposure
is likely to lead to consumption
habits which reinforce the cycle
of targeting/exclusion.

4

Step 5 Back to Step 2.

As an increasing number of companies use digital
tools to collect an unending stream of data about
consumer purchases, location, preferences,
behaviors and more, these data often reflect
historical racial inequities. Jim Crow laws such
as redlining, for example, have kept people of
color out of certain neighborhoods and limited
their access to such essential needs as affordable
housing, education, jobs, health care services,
and fresh foods.167 These disparities, in turn, can
affect purchasing patterns, since where people
live—and the products made available to them
there—influence what people buy. The data
are used to artificially construct segments or
groups of online consumers and to classify and
sort them according to the marketers’ logic. In
general, once a population segment has shown
a preference for a product, marketers then use
purchasing data to prioritize targeting that
segments these groups, or to create another
group of consumers with the same characteristics
through “look alike” modeling. The targeting

of these segments can be very personalized,
but nevertheless the construction of “types,” or
segments, of consumers means that consumers
cannot escape a shared group treatment, which
may lead, in turn, to cumulative disadvantage,
and may exacerbate societal inequities.168
With federal and state assistance programs
such as SNAP moving many of their services
online, it will be important to ensure that these
systems do not replicate, or further exacerbate,
existing patterns of discrimination and disparate
impact. As scholar Virginia Eubanks has
explained, government assistance programs
themselves use automated decision-making,
classification, and predictive algorithms for
delivery of social services, often relying on
private-sector contractors to administer the
programs. In her book, Automating Inequality:
How High-Tech Tools Profile, Police, and Punish the
Poor, Eubanks describes how poor and workingclass people can be subjected to data analytics
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programs that classify them as “problematic
parents” or “fraud risks.” These individuals
can be targeted and/or excluded according to
biased automated eligibility systems, subjected
to surveillance by social service agencies and
law-enforcement, and effectively relegated to the
“digital poorhouse.” Many government agencies
that are turning to private-sector contractors to
deliver social services, explains Eubanks, often
lack the resources and expertise to monitor
the operations of the companies delivering the
services, or to identify discriminatory impacts
and other negative consequences.169
These findings are echoed by members of
low-income populations and marginalized

communities of color themselves, who have
described to researchers their experiences of
“being forced to engage with intrusive and
unsecure data-driven systems because of their
membership in groups that have historically
faced exploitation, discrimination, predation,
and other forms of structural violence.”170 As a
consequence, many of these individuals have
developed a deep distrust of both governmental
and commercial data systems. Yet most feel
they have little choice but to rely on these datadriven services for their basic needs. At the same
time, these communities often demonstrate
remarkable resilience, developing strategies of
self-defense and survival.171

PROTECTING SNAP PARTICIPANTS IN THE
PANDEMIC AND BEYOND
SNAP participants should be able to take full
advantage of the digital economy, enjoying
the benefits of cost savings and efficiency, and
expanding their access to a wider range of foods
and other products. However, the flawed USDA
safeguards—combined with the sophisticated
e-commerce systems deployed by retailers and
brands—could place those individuals and
their families at considerable additional risk.
Participating in the program would force them to
agree to commercial privacy policies that enable
extensive data collection, tracking, targeting, and
manipulation. It is also unclear whether the new
online ordering program will be able to deliver
on its promise to increase purchases of fresh
produce and other healthy foods, especially in an
e-commerce marketplace that foregrounds and
aggressively promotes processed foods that are
high in fats, salts, and sugars.
Even before the current Covid-19 pandemic,
nearly 40 million people—one in eight
Americans—were already living below the
poverty line.172 Government assistance programs
such as SNAP remain the thin thread that helps

them survive. In December 2019, as growing
concerns over the coronavirus in China were
just beginning to surface in U.S. media, the
USDA announced a new policy that tightened
work requirements for SNAP participants, and
threatened the removal of nearly 700,000 people
from participation.173 In January 2020, 14 states,
along with the District of Columbia and New
York City, filed a suit in a DC federal court to
block the implementation of the new rule, arguing
that it “eliminates State discretion and criteria”
and will terminate “essential food assistance
for benefits recipients who live in areas with
insufficient jobs.”174 With the March 2020 passage
of the Families First Coronavirus Response Act,
those restrictions were temporarily removed, and
efforts are underway to incorporate provisions for
improving and enhancing the government’s foodassistance programs into subsequent legislation
aimed at addressing the impact of the pandemic
on Americans.175 In response to the health and
economic crisis, a number of states have asked
the USDA to allow their SNAP participants to use
their electronic debit cards to order food online,
and to pay for home delivery.176 Undoubtedly,
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expansion of the SNAP online purchasing
program will continue to accelerate as state and
federal officials seek ways to address the ongoing
spread of Covid-19 and its impact low-income
communities. This creates a critical and urgent
window of opportunity for intervention to ensure
that SNAP’s digital transition will maximize the
benefits to low-income families and others who
most need this assistance, without exposing them
to practices that could threaten their privacy,
undermine their health, and deepen the existing
inequities they experience.
The USDA should take a much more proactive
role in developing meaningful and effective
safeguards for the new online purchasing system,
grounding its framework in an understanding of
the contemporary e-commerce, retail, and digital
marketplace. This should be part of the overall
federal response to the current health emergency,
ensuring SNAP participants can act to protect
themselves, their families and community by
remaining safely at home, and practicing other
forms of social distancing.
As the USDA rolls out the SNAP online
purchasing program, the agency should work
with state officials and industry groups, as well as
with representatives from the consumer, privacy,
civil rights, public health, food security, and
academic communities, to develop a framework
of principles, best practices, and policies
for the program. SNAP participants should
also have a voice in these deliberations. The
framework should extend beyond the current
pilot requirements, addressing the issues we
have identified in this report, along with those
documented by public health organizations.177
The goals of this new framework should be to
ensure fair and transparent data collection and
use; curtail manipulative and unfair marketing
and promotion practices; provide consumers with
meaningful privacy rights; minimize disparate
impacts of Big Data e-commerce practices; and
foster healthy eating.178

We propose the following as building blocks for
this framework:
y A granular set of privacy safeguards should be
put in place for limiting not only what kinds
of data can be collected from individuals and
their families, but also how that information
can be used.179 A SNAP participant who
orders groceries online from one merchant,
for example, should not have to fear that the
information she shared will be used by another
company to target her with predatory marketing
for a payday loan or other similar product.
y Retailers, e-commerce platforms, and food
companies should not be allowed to use
techniques that take advantage of consumers’
psychological vulnerabilities, or employ
manipulative practices designed to foster
impulsive behavior.180
y The privacy policies of e-commerce and
retail companies participating in the program
must be improved substantially, including
transparency and accountability around
algorithmic decision-making. Rather than
allowing each merchant to develop its own
privacy policy, the USDA should require a
uniform format, mandate clarity of language,
and articulate specific privacy and consumer
risks. Privacy policies should be accessible in
Spanish and other languages commonly used
by a store’s shoppers.
y Companies should be required to conduct
ongoing impact assessments of high-risk
data practices with regard to the marketing
of unhealthy foods and beverages, especially
as they may result in disproportionate harm
to already disadvantaged populations, such
as people of color, low-income communities,
the elderly, and disabled. Acceptable impact
thresholds should be set and mitigation
strategies required.181
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y The USDA should follow the suggestions from
the Center for Science in the Public Interest,
which include encouraging participating
retailers to prioritize healthier products in
their promotion efforts.182
y The USDA should facilitate the participation
of smaller and independent retailers, in order
to help create a more level playing field as
they compete with the large platforms offered
by Amazon, Walmart and the major grocery
chains. To enable greater access to healthier
foods, online ordering for SNAP participants
should also be extended to include farmers
markets and other local produce suppliers.
In addition to developing a new framework
of safeguards, the USDA should build into its
merchant-approval process a much stronger and
ongoing oversight and enforcement mechanism.
Participating retailers should regularly undergo
audits of their digital marketing and data
practices by an independent, outside entity, and
these reports should be made available to the
public. Companies that do not comply with the
USDA requirements should be suspended from
the program.
The agency should also revisit how it interprets
its statutory obligation to ensure that all SNAP
participants receive treatment equal to non-SNAP
participants.183 This requirement should not
mean that the same rules apply to all regardless
of the circumstances and impact. While SNAP
participants should be afforded at least the same
level of protection as other consumers, the
premise that all consumers are equally impacted
and equally affected by data collection, analytics,
and targeting practices has become outdated.
Therefore, the USDA should conduct a formal
assessment of the disparate impacts of its privacy
and marketing requirements and participating
company practices on various populations, and
make corrections where necessary to achieve
more equitable and just outcomes.

Other government bodies and stakeholder
organizations can do more to ensure that SNAP
participants receive a full set of benefits and
protections when they use the online purchasing
program. For example, as states seek to expand
their food assistance programs to accommodate
online ordering, we urge them to enact privacy
and consumer protection legislation that
specifically addresses the e-commerce practices
described in this report.184 Academics and other
scholars should conduct studies of retail and
grocery e-commerce platforms, marketing
strategies and data practices and how they are
impacting SNAP participants, and generally
people of color, people with low income, and
other at-risk populations. The Federal Trade
Commission should conduct its own study of the
retail and grocery industry’s online marketing
practices, including the collection and use of
consumer data.185 Congress should hold oversight
hearings on the online purchasing program and
ask the Government Accountability Office to
conduct its own review, with special attention
to assessing the impacts of e-commerce and
online retail practices on the populations served
by SNAP. If needed, further legislation should
be enacted to address inequities, discriminatory
practices, or other negative outcomes as the
food-assistance program continues to expand its
services onto digital platforms.
Finally, the privacy, consumer-protection, and
discrimination issues raised by the SNAP online
purchasing program underscore the need for
more comprehensive national laws to address
the role of digital technologies in the lives of
all Americans. Over more than three decades,
consumer advocates, privacy groups, and others
have called on Congress to pass baseline federal
privacy legislation, with very little traction in
Washington. However, in the last two years
there has been a shift in the public debate over
the data and marketing practices of major social
media platforms and technology companies,
along with a growing consensus that the U.S.
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is lagging behind other developed democracies
in curtailing the impact of surveillance
technologies.186 Thanks to the leadership of civil
rights organizations, much progress has been
made to place anti-discrimination protections at
the center of many federal privacy proposals.187
Big data equity and fairness safeguards must be
included, based on an understanding of how
today’s data practices can lead to inequitable
distribution of risks that impair life chances.188

The privacy, consumer-protection, and
discrimination issues raised by the SNAP
online purchasing program underscore the
need for more comprehensive national laws to
address the role of digital technologies in the
lives of all Americans. Over more than three
decades, consumer advocates, privacy groups,
and others have called on Congress to pass
baseline federal privacy legislation, with very
little traction in Washington.

In the midst of a health and economic crisis
that could plunge even greater numbers of
Americans into poverty, advocates are redoubling
their efforts to restore, protect, and strengthen
the nation’s critical food assistance safety net
to ensure that benefits are available to anyone
who needs them. We hope these organizations
will also call for a comprehensive and robust
set of safeguards in the new online ordering
program. Policies established now to protect
SNAP participants in the digital marketplace
will help lay the groundwork for a broader set
of protections that will ensure health, safety,
privacy, and equity for all U.S. consumers as they
become increasingly dependent on e-commerce
and online retail services in the coming years.
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Appendix 1

Highlights of SNAP Online
Purchasing Pilot Requirements
The USDA set the following privacyrelated requirements for participating
retailers in its e-commerce pilot
program’s Request for Volunteers (RFV):
y Optimal privacy practices:
Participants must ensure that their
website employs “optimal security
and privacy practices.”
y Equal treatment: Federal regulations
require that SNAP benefits “shall
be accepted for eligible foods at
the same prices and on the same
terms and conditions applicable to
cash purchases of the same foods
at the same store.” This means
that “customers must be treated
according to the same policies
established for all other customers,
especially in the area of privacy, use
of customer data….” Equally, SNAP
participants “may not be given any
special privileges or offers that are
not available to other customers.”
y Opt-in for sharing with third parties:
The RFV states that “personal
information such as name, address,
or email address collected by
SNAP Internet Retailers is not
compromised, sold, rented, or
given away free to any third party

without authorization.” If retailers
share personal information at the
individual level, they must obtain an
explicit consent from EBT customers
to release such information; i.e.,
they must obtain an opt-in to allow
sharing. Exceptions for an opt-in
include data shared for fulfillment,
processing payment, analyzing
aggregate data and providing
customer services.
y No selling, renting or giving away of
sensitive data: Sensitive data such as
credit card information may never
be sold, rented or given away even
with an opt-in. Applicants must
agree in writing that their website
will not share any private data with
third parties for any current or future
application or venture without the
explicit consent of the EBT customers.
y Opt-out for internal marketing
uses: “Internal use of personal
information for marketing purposes
does not require explicit customer
approval, but the customer must
have the opportunity to unsubscribe
or opt out of receipt of such
materials in the future.”

y Easily accessible privacy policy,
clear and complete description of
data practices: The participant
merchant must provide a link to the
privacy policy on its home page and
state any exceptions to the above
requirements. The policy should
describe exactly how the website
itself will or will not use information
about individual customers, and with
whom the data is and is not shared.
Furthermore, the RFV states that “the
content and clarity of the current
policies will be considered during the
participant selection process.”
y Limited use of cookies: In addition to
these specific privacy requirements,
the RFV lists under security
requirements that it would prefer
that Pilot participants do not use
cookies, or if they do that the
cookies do not store personal
data on the user’s device. USDA
is concerned with the use of
computers in public settings such as
libraries, and security vulnerabilities
if cookies are used. For their RFV
submissions, “applicants must
identify whether they use cookies,
and if so, whether they retain
personal information or whether it
can be easily deleted or avoided.”

Source: USDA Food and Nutrition Service, Supplemental Nutrition Assistance Program, “Electronic Benefits Transfer Online Purchasing Pilot, Request
for Volunteers,” 15 Sept. 2016. https://fns-prod.azureedge.net/sites/default/files/snap/onlinepurchasing-rfv.pdf. Digital Advertising Alliance, https://
digitaladvertisingalliance.org; Network Advertising Initiative, “The NAI Code of Conduct,” https://www.networkadvertising.org/code-enforcement/code/.
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Appendix 2

Evaluation of Retailer
Privacy Policy Statements
The following evaluation of merchants’ privacy disclosures
provides a general summary of the privacy policy statement
for each merchant chosen to participate in the SNAP pilot
program. The merchants evaluated here are the retailers
confirmed by USDA to be “the current pilot retailers that
went through a Request for Volunteers (RFV) selection
process” as of May 2019.1 Note, however, that the list of
participating merchants has changed compared to the
beginning of the pilot; some were dropped, and some
were added since.2 Our evaluation, which we conducted
throughout May of 2019, is based only on the text of the
privacy disclosures provided online. Generally, we did not
confirm whether or not the privacy disclosures are borne
out by actual practices. We verified these claims via the

account’s settings page only in circumstances where claims
in the privacy disclosures seemed unusual.
Our focus here is on the Pilot’s privacy requirements and
whether the privacy policies state that they collect realtime geolocation data. Without actual knowledge of the
company’s privacy practices, as well as how companies
implement their e-commerce and data applications,
this evaluation relies on the privacy-policy disclosures,
which are often unclear or ambiguous at best, and do not
necessarily provide a true depiction of actual practices.
As discussed above, in addition, we also looked at data
practices with regard to third-party ad trackers and the
sharing of unsafe data with third parties.

AMAZON
Amazon splits up its privacy
disclosures across at least two
pages, one under the header
“Amazon Privacy Notice,” and
one under “Interest Based Ads.”
It provides additional disclosures
on its opt-out pages for “Amazon
Advertising Preferences,” and at
the “Communication Preferences
Center.” Amazon’s privacy notice
describes what kinds of personal
information Amazon collects directly

from its customers, what it collects
indirectly, what information it collects
specifically via mobile phone usage,
what information it collects via email
interactions, and what information
it collects from other sources. The
company provides typical language
with regard to data collection and
sharing, but does not provide its
own specific section on how it uses
that information. It states generally
that “the information we learn from

customers helps us personalize and
continually improve your Amazon
experience” and refers to other uses
throughout the policy.
Amazon states that it collects location
and unique mobile device information
via the use of its apps, which it
uses for “location-based services,”
including advertising. Amazon’ s
disclosures mention cookies and that
their usage enables Amazon to serve

1 USDA e-mail, May 6, 2019. Copy in authors’ possession.
2 See for example USDA’s 2017 announcement that did not list Walmart at the time. https://www.fns.usda.gov/pressrelease/2017/fns-000117
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personalized ads on other websites,
such as on Amazon Affiliates, and on
websites using Amazon Checkout.
It refers to browser settings for
information on how to turn cookie
collection off, and explains that the
user can “disable or delete similar
data used by browser add-ons, such
as Flash cookies, by changing the
add-on’s settings or visiting the
Web site of its manufacturer.” In
addition, at a different section of the
notice, Amazon discusses third-party
advertisers and provides a link to
information about “interest-based”
ad policy. After clicking through, the
user has to click a third time to be
able to opt-out of “personalized ads
from Amazon,” or to go to the NAI
for additional options to opt-out of
“receiving personalized ads from third
party advertisers.” Note that Amazon,
unlike the other e-retailers discussed
here, operates its own advertising
network. This is why it provides an
opt-out on its site for these kinds of
“first-party” ads.
Amazon explains that it shares
information within its own company,
with service providers (who are
allowed to use data only to fulfill
business functions), and, with consent
of the customer, with other parties.
It may also share data with “affiliated
business” that Amazon does not
control. While not providing an opt-in
for sharing, Amazon states that the
customer “…can tell when a third
party is involved in … transactions,
and we share customer information
related to those transactions with that
third party.” It does not seem entirely
clear what this means, nor whether
this is a violation of the USDA optin requirement for sharing with
third parties.

Amazon provides a channel marketing
opt-out for mail and email. And
Amazon offers an opt-out for Amazon’s
interest-based ads, its use of personal
information that Amazon gathers to
“allow third parties to personalize
advertisements we display to you,” as
discussed above. It does not provide an
opt-out for any additional internal uses
of personal information for marketing.
Amazon keeps its disclosures about its
interest-based ads and privacy policy
disclosures separately, which makes
the policy less than transparent. So,
for example, on its privacy policy
Amazon details the type of information
it receives from other sources, and
provides detailed examples. In that
listing, however, it does not discuss
that “some third-parties may provide
us information about you (such as the
sites where you have been shown ads
or demographic information) from
offline and online sources that we may
use to provide you more relevant and
useful advertising,” which it discloses
only on the “Interest-Based Ads” web
page. Only on this page, moreover,
does the company acknowledge that
some sharing with third parties is
inevitably happening when users click
or interact with “a personalized ad or
content”: “…advertisers and other thirdparties (including the ad networks, adserving companies, and other service
providers they may use) may assume
that users who interact with or click
on a personalized ad or content are
part of the group that the ad or content
is directed towards.” It also highlights
that third-party advertisers who place
ads on Amazon.com use cookies “to
personalize ad content,” and states that
it does not control the use of that data,
such as IP address, that these third
parties may collect.

SNAP RFV requirements:
Opt-in for sharing with third parties:
y Policy states that it does not share
personal information about customers,
but admits it does de facto share once
customers click on ads.
y Unclear if an opt-in for sharing with
“affiliated businesses” should be
required.
Opt-out for internal marketing uses:
y Amazon offers an opt-out for mail/email
offers;
y Offers an opt-out for “interest-based”
first-party ads by Amazon, which
covers ads on and off the site and
across devices.
y It does not provide an additional optout for other internal uses of personal
information for marketing, such as
content personalization.
Additional Criteria:
The privacy policy states that Amazon
collects geolocation data. And the
Ghostery tool recorded 14 ad-related
trackers and found 12 instances in
which the tool had to anonymize unsafe
personal data before they were shared
with third parties. The privacy policy did
provide a link for an NAI opt-out for thirdparty personalized targeted ads.
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DASH’S MARKET/ROSIEAPP.COM
Unlike most of the other retailers,
Dash’s Market uses a third-party
service, rosieapp.com, to provide its
e-commerce services. A user signing
up for Dash’s Market home delivery
must agree to sharing data with this
third party, a separate entity from
the grocer itself. The rosieapp.com
privacy policy makes disclosures
about the collection, use, and sharing
of personal information. It describes
that data collected directly from
the user, which include “household
size” and “birthday” and information
that is automatically collected, such
as information about the mobile
device, browser, IP address, and
device identifiers. Data are used to
“personalize your experience,” “to
administer a contest, promotion,
survey or other site feature,” to
“conduct research about your opinion
…of potential new services that may
be offered,” “to process transactions,”
and to send periodic emails that
include “updates, related product and
service information, etc.” Rosieapp.
com may also use this information to
send periodic emails about the order
processing, “in addition to…occasional
company news, updates, related
product or service information.”
Like most online privacy notices, the
Rosieapp.com disclosures emphasize
that personal information is not
shared with third parties other than
for fulfillment, that is, for use by
other service providers to complete
the transaction. Since Rosieapp.
com collects the information in the
first place, it will share personal
information, such as the customer
loyalty number, with the retailer.

Retailers may use this information
to send periodic emails or postal
mail, including marketing messages.
Customers’ data are exposed twice,
then: once to rosieapp.com and once
to the retailer.
“Rosie may also share information
about you and your purchases in
aggregated or anonymized form that
does not directly identify you, such
as providing information about your
purchases to the Retailer, Wholesaler,
or Supplier from whom you are
purchasing groceries using a user
ID number.” Retailers, vendors,
consultant and other service providers
may perform statistical analysis. The
privacy policy repeats in a different
section that Rosie will disclose some
information to third parties in nonidentifiable form: “non-personally
identifiable visitor information may
be provided to other parties for
marketing, advertising, or other uses.”
Rosieapp.com uses cookies for order
processing and fulfillment, but also
to “keep track of advertisements and
compile aggregate data about site
traffic and site interaction so that we
can offer better site experiences and
tools in the future.” It also contracts
with “third-party service providers to
assist us in better understanding our
site visitors.”
The disclosures describe two occasions
when a customer can opt-out of email
communications: when the customer
receives the email from rosieapp.com,
or from the retailer directly. It does not
seem to provide an opt-out for online
personalization of the site.

At sign-up, in addition to first and
last name and zip code, the Rosie app
collects date of birth, gender, and
household size, which are data that are
not necessary for the transaction.
SNAP RFV requirements:
Opt-in for sharing with third parties:
Policy states it does not share personal
information about customers; user IDs
and customer loyalty numbers can be
shared with the sponsor of the site, in this
case, Dash’s Market.
Opt-out for internal marketing uses:
y The privacy policy states that users
can opt out of emails, but have to do so
twice, once from the retailer and again
from rosieapp.com.
y There is no opt-out for postal mail from
the retailer.
y The site does not provide for additional
opt-outs for “internal uses of personal
information for marketing,” such as
personalized content or targeted ads.
Additional Criteria:
y The privacy disclosure, which also
applies to the mobile app, does not
mention the collection of geolocation
information.
y The Ghostery tool recorded three
ad-related trackers and found seven
occasions where the tool had to
anonymize unsafe personal data before
they were shared with third parties. A
link to the NAI opt-out is not provided.
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FRESHDIRECT
FreshDirect’s Privacy Policy first
summarizes what information the
company collects about its site
visitors, how it uses that information
and in what manner it is shared with
others. In addition to the standard
personally identifiable information,
it also collects geolocation. It collects
non-personal information about
“platform” use automatically, either
when accessed via a browser or via
a mobile app. It collects information
such as IP address, phone operating
system and demographic information.
FreshDirect collects data from third
parties, such as social networks, when
a site visitor or app user logs in to a
social media service, for example. Data
include demographic information,
interests, and publicly observed data.
FreshDirect uses this information
from and about the user for platform
services and “to help us tailor our
communications to you and to
improve our Platform.”
FreshDirect also describes its use
of cookies, but does not explicitly
mention third-party cookies, but
rather invites users to learn about “the
use of cookies or other technologies to
deliver more relevant advertising and
your choices about not having this
information used by certain Service
Providers” by providing two links to
such information. One of these links
leads to the NAI’s “opt-out of interestbased advertising” page (although
the link is not labeled as such); the
other, oddly, leads to an IBM page

about Watson Marketing: “Engage and
understand your customers at scale,
wherever they are.” In this context,
moreover, it seems misleading to
suggest that third-party trackers are
“service providers,” implying that
data are only used as specified in the
privacy policy, when in fact these
trackers operate under their own
terms for sharing and using data in
non-transparent ways.
Data are used for, among other
purposes, “customized Platform
content, targeted offers, and
advertising on the Platform,
[and] on other third party sites or
apps.” Aggregated data are used
for “analytical and demographic
purposes.” Customers can limit the
use of their information as described
in the policy by sending an opt-out
request by postal mail or email, which
is not user friendly. It appears that this
opt-out only refers to marketing offers
via email and mail.
Unlike most companies, FreshDirect
shares personal information with
“select partners, affiliates, and other
third parties that we believe may have
offers of interest to you.” It does not
appear to offer an opt-in or opt-out
for this sharing, which is a violation
of the SNAP RFV. Additionally,
FreshDirect “may share aggregate or
anonymous non-personal information
with third parties for their marketing
or analytics uses.”

SNAP RFV requirements:
Opt-in for sharing with third parties:
y FreshDirect shares with third parties,
but the privacy policy does not appear
to offer an opt-in for the sharing with
“select partners, affiliate and other
third parties.”
Opt-out for internal marketing uses:
y The privacy policy offers its customers
an opt-out for “having their information
used for purposes not directly related
to placement, processing, fulfillment or
delivery of a product order at the point
where we ask for the information.” It
appears that this opt-out only covers
email offers and postal mail offers.
y FreshDirect does not appear to
provide an opt-out for “customized
Platform content....”
Additional Criteria:
The privacy policy stated that
FreshDirect collects geolocation data.
And the Ghostery tool recorded 17 adrelated trackers and found 18 occurrences
in which the tool had to anonymize unsafe
personal data before they were shared
with third parties. The privacy policy did
provide a link that leads to the NAI optout for third-party personalized, targeted
ads, but it is not clearly marked as such.
Third-party trackers are misleadingly
referred to as “service providers.”
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HY-VEE INC.
Unless logged into an account, the
company automatically collects only
non-identifiable information, such as
IP address, referring URL, information
about the web browser and operating
system, and referral URL, according to
its privacy policy. Hy-Vee also states
that the company collects data, such
as name, credit- and/or debit-card
information, physical location, e-mail
address, mailing address and telephone
number, directly from individuals. The
disclosure about data usages is limited
to purposes such as website operation
and fulfillment. Among other
things, data are used to “monitor,
review, measure and analyze website
utilization; to modify and enhance
our Service; to improve content and
design our Services”; for fulfillment,
to “distribute news and other
information; to administer surveys,
promotions, giveaways, contests
and sweepstakes, and loyalty and/or
rewards programs.” Hy-Vee does not
list whether it personalizes the site
experience, and generally leaves all
options for data usage open with the
following statement: “The foregoing
list is not exclusive or exhaustive.”
The privacy policy states that Hy-Vee
will not “rent, sell, exchange or provide
personally identifiable information
with any third party organization
without your express consent (optin).” But it will share information
with “organizations affiliated with

Hy-Vee, Inc., and with third parties
through which we either fulfill your
order or information request.” Based
on this language, It is unclear what
“organizations affiliated with HyVee Inc.” actually means, but looking
around the website, it seems that
Hy-Vee Inc. has acquired various
companies, including a pharmacy,
a florist, and a bank. On the other
hand, individuals can opt out of the
“transfer of their personally identifiable
information to organizations affiliated
with Hy-Vee, Inc., or correct such
information by writing to us at the
contact address at the end of this
privacy statement. If you opt-out we
may not be able to fulfill your order
or answer your information request.”
Again, it is unclear what “organizations
affiliated” with Hy-Vee are and if the
opt-in for third-party sharing under the
Pilot RFV should apply.
The policy offers opt-out for email and
mail, as well as an opt-in for texting.
Winners’ names of sweepstakes,
contests, giveaways, etc., however,
will be posted publicly on Hy-Vee’s
website and “other advertising
mediums,” and personally identifiable
information may be disclosed to
“promotional campaign participants”
after disclosing the rules in advance.
The policy also refers to the use of
cookies, and points to browser settings
to manage them. Hy-Vee itself uses

cookies “to store and sometimes track
visitor information and preferences,
including remembering your login
information for when you return to
our Services.” The policy does not
mention the use of third-party cookies
for ad tracking. There is no reference
to the NAI behavioral ad opt-out page
but Hy-Vee informs the reader that the
browser can be set to reject cookies.
SNAP RFV requirements:
Opt-in for sharing with third parties:
The privacy policy states that it will offer
an opt-in for renting, selling, exchanging
or providing personally identifiable
information to any third party. The term
“organizations affiliated with Hy-Vee” is
not defined, so it is not clear if an opt-in
should apply here.
Opt-out for internal marketing uses:
The company offers an opt-out for
mail, email, and an opt-in for texting
communications.
Additional Criteria:
The privacy policy stated that HyVee Inc collects “physical location” or
geolocation data. And the Ghostery tool
recorded five ad-related trackers and
found six instances where the tool had to
anonymize unsafe personal data before
it was shared with third parties. The
privacy policy did not provide a link that
leads to the NAI opt-out for third-party
personalized targeted ads.
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SAFEWAY
Safeway’s long privacy policy is
issued by Albertsons Companies,
which encompasses at least 20 wellknown brands nationally, including
Albertsons, ACME, and Pavilions.
It specifies upfront that aggregate
and de-identified data are not
covered by its privacy policy. The
site or app collects a comprehensive
set of personal data, including
personal information the customers
provide directly; information that
is automatically collected, including
“mouse clicks and movements”; realtime location information (unless
the user disables the sharing on
the mobile device); mobile device
information, such as operating system
data and IP address; demographic
information from third parties; and
information collected via cookies, web
beacons, and similar technologies.
Tracking technologies may operate
at Albertsons Companies’ sites and
at third-party websites. They collect
information about “preferences
and how you interact with our
websites and mobile applications.”
These technologies help Safeway
to “recognize you, customize or
personalize your shopping experience,
store items in your online shopping
cart between visits, and analyze the
use of our services and solutions to
make them more useful to you.” The
technology also helps to “aggregate
demographic and statistical data and
compilations of information.” Safeway
or its service providers may “link
this information with other personal
information about you and may use
this linked information to allow third

parties to serve ads on our websites
or mobile applications or to serve our
ads to you on a third party’s website
or mobile application.” The privacy
policy states that if a customer “clicks
through” on an ad to a third-party
website, the third party “may collect
information about you and your
visit”; however, the policy states that
Albertsons is not responsible for thirdparty data practices.
Safeway suggests that users check
browser settings for third-party
cookie tracking and opt-outs, that they
check with Adobe on Flash cookie
management tools, with the NAI
AdChoices for opt-outs of “of certain
third party services that may involve
tracking.” It also recommends a visit
to a Google website for “downloading
and installing the Google Analytics
Opt-out Browser Add-on.” It does not
provide a direct link to the NAI thirdparty tracking opt-out on Safeway’s
privacy policy page. Overall, the
website offers four ways for the user
to opt-out of tracking.
Personal information is used for a long
list of purposes, among other things,
for fulfillment and “contacting you
about programs, products, or services
that we believe may be of interest to
you, or sharing with you special offers
from other companies”; “providing
you with personally tailored coupons,
programs, promotional information,
offers, content, and ads”; “analyzing
transactions or purchase histories to
present customized offers to you or
to improve our products, services,
programs, and other offerings, …

verifying and validating your identity,
[and] …preventing, investigating, or
providing notice of fraud, unlawful
or criminal activity.” This listing of
uses can be found under “Our Use
of Personal Information.” Other
uses were already listed under the
“collection information” header
when discussing cookies and similar
tracking technologies, such as serving
personalized ads and to provide
personalized experiences.
While the policy states that personal
information may not be disclosed
to third parties without consent, it
is likely that data collected on the
Safeway website will be shared with
the parent company, Albertsons
Companies, which issues the privacy
policy, or with affiliated companies,
for their use. The policy specifically
points out under the header
“Health Information/Pharmacies”
that personal information may be
shared with “our parent or affiliated
companies” for their use consistent
with the privacy policy. This sharing
issues is not addressed for non-health
related data.
Opt-out choices apply to
communications channels such
as print, email, fax, voice and text
messages, as well as Google Analytics.
The policy does not appear to offer
an opt out for all the various internal
marketing uses listed above, such as
a personalized shopping experience,
“personally tailored coupons,
programs, promotional information,
offers, content and ads.”
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SAFEWAY (CONT.)
SNAP RFV requirements:
Opt-in for sharing with third parties:
Safeway says it does not share personal
information with third parties without
consent. It does de facto share personal
information with third parties when
customers click on ads. Sharing within
“affiliated companies” is unclear.
Opt-out for internal marketing uses:
The privacy policy offers an opt-out for
communications channels and Google
Analytics. No opt-out is provided for
other internal marketing uses.
Additional Criteria:
The privacy policy stated that Safeway
collects real-time or geolocation data.
And the Ghostery tool recorded eight adrelated trackers and found 11 instances
where the tool had to anonymize unsafe
personal data before it was shared with
third parties. The privacy policy did not
provide a link to the NAI opt-out for thirdparty personalized targeted ads.

SHOPRITE
The privacy disclosures at ShopRite
are in a state of disarray. Like Dash’s
Market, the ShopRite website is
operated by a third-party provider,
Mi9 Retail. Customers of ShopRite
(owned by Wakefern Food Corp.),
however, are told that the ShopRite
site is operated by MyWebGrocer. In
fact, MyWebGrocer was acquired by
Mi9 in October 2018, and it appears
that ShopRite did not provide a
link to the relevant privacy policy
immediately, and still incorrectly
refers to MyWebGrocer as the
operator of the site, instead of Mi9
Retail. A user who arrives at the
seemingly correct privacy policy after
clicking through twice, finds out that
the policy only applies to its club
members: ShopRite® Price Plus®
Club. Shoppers who want to read the
privacy policy that applies to their
online shopping are directed to a link
that was broken until recently. As of
June 20, 2019, the link leads to a page
provided by Mi9 Retail; however, it
is referred to as “MyWebGrocer’s”
privacy policy. (old link MWG
Privacy Policy)
In any case, the relevant privacy
policy is hosted by Mi9 Retail. The
privacy policy provides a rather
detailed and wordy account of its data
practices. The policy states that “Mi9
Retail, Inc. and our subsidiaries and
affiliates” collect publicly available
data such as social media data, data
from partners, and data form thirdparty sources, “such as marketing
opt-in lists, or data aggregators,” and
data either directly obtained from the
customer at registration or indirectly
obtained via the use of the service.

Mi9’s privacy policy also states that
its data practices comply with the
EU-US Privacy Shield regarding
the collection, use, and retention of
personal information transferred
from the European Union to the
United States.
Collected data are used for a
long list of purposes, including
improving content, fulfilling requests,
registering, and to obtain third -party
services. Certain internal marketing
uses are only done if the consumer
has opted-in: “provided that you
expressly agree at the time of the
collection,” Mi9 Retail may “tailor
marketing to your needs,” “improving
our products, services and solutions
and for displaying content and
advertising that are customized to
your interests and preferences.”
Given that this is an unusual promise,
we checked if after registering
with the site this opt-in choice was
provided. It turns out that before
registering to shop online, a user has
also to register for the Price Club
and provide additional information,
such as age, number of people in
the household, and gender. Once
registered with the ShopRite site,
there are no opportunities to provide
an “express consent” for internal
marketing, such as tailored content or
advertising, under the “my account”
settings; nor is there an ability to
change email settings. So, while the
idea of an internal marketing opt-in is
good, in addition to an email opt-in,
none is provided on the site, despite
the fact that the site tailors content
to the user, such as a section called
“Recommended for you.”
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Mi9 Retail’s privacy policy states that
it shares personal information with
third parties to allow them to perform
services on its behalf. It may “transfer”
information to “the partners of Mi9
Retail in order to send promotional
messages relating to products, services
, and offers,” provided that the
consumer expressly agreed. Given
that the internal marketing opt-in
only exists on paper, it seems unlikely
that the third-party opt-in amounts
to more than the words in the policy.
There is no third-party opt-in under
the “my account” settings.

tracking ad-campaign responsiveness,
the collection of additional
information and, “ultimately, the
preferences of the User of the
Services, which can allow us to
tailor the websites to your interests.”
The privacy statement claims no
responsibility when it comes to
third-party trackers: “Information
collected or used by a widget, button,
or tool, including cookie settings
and preferences, is governed by the
privacy policy of the company that
created it.” Nor is a link provided to
the NAI third-party tracker opt-out.

SNAP RFV requirements:
Opt-in for sharing with third parties:
Mi9 Retail claims to share user data
only with express consent. However,
this option was not provided under
My Account Settings.

The M19 Retail policy also states that
personal information may be used
to communicate with the customer
for “certain mandatory service
communications,” or to inform the
customer “of products or services
available from Mi9 Retail.” The only
way to “withdraw your consent” from
such communications is by sending
an email to the company, which is
not a customer-friendly process. Also,
it is not clear when the consent was
provided in the first place.

The site collects “physical location
of your device and use it to provide
you with personalized location-based
services or content.”

Additional Criteria:
The privacy policy states that Mi9 Retail
collects real-time or geolocation data.
And the Ghostery tool recorded three
ad-related trackers and found four cases
where the tool had to anonymize unsafe
personal data before it was shared with
third parties. The privacy policy did not
provide a link to the NAI opt-out for thirdparty personalized targeted ads.

The policy also provides an
explanation of the use of “electronic
communications protocols,” “cookies,”
“embedded URLs,” “embedded pixels
and similar technologies,” “widgets,
buttons, and tools,” including the use
of these technologies for advertising,

The privacy policy also addresses data
retention, stating that it will retain
data “as long as reasonably necessary
to fulfill the purpose(s) for which it
was collected,” but then lists various
exceptions. Cookies will be preserved
for a “maximum of 13 months,”
however. The site provides many
additional details, such as compliance
with the Children’s Online Privacy
Protection Act, asking users not to
share their sensitive information with
the company, how to contact and
access user data, enforcement, and
changes to the policy.

Opt-out for internal marketing uses:
Mi9 Retail allows customers to opt-out
of communications only by sending an
email. It claims also that other internal
marketing uses of personal data will
happen only on the basis of express
consent. No such option was found
under My Account Settings, however.
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WALMART
Walmart Inc. owns a variety of entities,
including various types of Walmart
stores, Sam’s Club, Vudu (a TV and
movie content-delivery platform),
and various other retail e-commerce
brands. Walmart’s privacy policy’s
scope pertains to personal information.
Walmart collects information directly
from the customers and about the
customer via the customer’s use of
technology. This information includes
the standard personal information,
such as name and address, as well
as device information (including IP
address, browser type, unique device
identifier), browsing information
about the use of websites and mobile
devices, location information (if the
mobile device is set to provide location
information or via the use of Wi-Fi
or Bluetooth technology), including
information collected via Wi-Fi and
Bluetooth technology in the stores and
via in-store cameras. Walmart obtains
additional personal information from
third parties “to help us correct or
supplement our records, improve
the quality or personalization of our
service to you, and prevent or detect
fraud,” and from “consumer reporting
agencies” in conjunction with products
or services that involve financial risk
to Walmart.
Walmart uses this information to fulfill
customer requests, to personalize
offers (“personalize our service
offerings, websites, mobile services,
and advertising”), to support “customer
marketing and analytics efforts,” and
for marketing generally, among other
uses. For example, it provides for a
“continuous and more personalized
shopping experience for you,”
including the ability to “show you
nearby products that may interest you.”

Walmart combines all of its personal
and nonpersonal data, data collected
off and online, and data from thirdparty sources, as well as data from
within its corporate entities.
According to its Privacy Policy, Walmart
shares information collected with its
“corporate family of companies.” It does
not sell or rent personal information to
third parties, but may share personal
information “in limited circumstances,
such as to conduct our business,
when legally required, or with your
consent.” Walmart will share with third
parties, such as service providers; with
companies that offer products and
services on its platform, such as via
Marketplace; with financial services
companies that offer co-branded credit
cards, as legally required; or when
the company may be merged, sold
or reorganized with another entity.
Otherwise, the website states that it will
“ask for your affirmative consent before
we share your personal information
outside of our corporate family of
companies, and we also will not sell or
rent your personal information.”
Customers can opt-out or opt-in for
marketing-related communications
channels, such as text messages or
email. And Walmart offers an opt-in
for the sharing of “your information
with other companies so they can
provide you with their own marketing
and promotions.” Walmart offers an
opt-out from internal uses of personal
information for a “personalized
experience” to allow Walmart to
tell its customers “about items and
information that we think you’ll find
especially interesting.” (“Allow us
to use your personal information,
including your in-store and online

transaction history, to personalize your
experience with us. This lets us tell you
about items and information that we
think you’ll find especially interesting.”)
Walmart also lists various ways in which
customers can opt-out of ads from
Walmart or its advertising partners “that
are tailored to your interests.” There
is a separate page that explains those
options, which include the option to
opt-out via the NAI website.
The privacy policy also refers to the
mobile device settings to “control
whether your device communicates …
location information.”
SNAP RFV requirements:
Opt-in for sharing with third parties:
Walmart says it shares personal
information with third parties (for
marketing-related purposes) only with
opt-in consent.
Opt-out for internal marketing uses:
Walmart offers channel opt-outs (for
email, mail, etc.), and offers an opt
out for internal marketing-related
personalized offers.
Additional Criteria:
The privacy policy states that Walmart
collects real-time or geolocation data
if one’s browser is set accordingly. And
the Ghostery tool recorded 13 ad-related
trackers and found 11 instances where the
tool had to anonymize unsafe personal
data before it was shared with third
parties. The privacy policy provided a
link to the NAI opt-out for third-party
personalized targeted ads.
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WRIGHT’S MARKET
Wright’s Market’s Privacy Policy states
that it covers personal information
that it collects directly from the
customer, along with information
about the customer via the customer’s
use of the site (e.g., transactions the
user undertakes, details from paymentcard transactions, participation in
promotional programs, and Club
Card usage). These data are used to
“provide and personalize Wright’s
Market services,” and to make
communications more relevant.
Once registered, customers can set
their “contact preferences” by opting
out from commercial communications
or survey questions. However, we were
unable locate a “Contact Preferences”
page after registering for an account.
Wright’s Market does not share
personal data with any third party
except “its related companies, and
all of its Members,” or any successor
company or companies that process
data on its behalf. It may share

aggregate data with marketing
programs, advertisers, and partners.
Wright’s Market states that its display
advertising is based on personal
information. While “Wright’s Market
does not provide any individual
personal information to the advertiser
when you interact with or view a
targeted ad,” “advertisers (including
ad serving companies) may, however,
assume that people who interact with,
view, or click targeted ads meet the
targeting criteria.”
The disclosures discuss cookies,
explaining that they are used for
a variety of purposes, including
navigating the site, simplifying the login process, facilitating online shopping,
and enabling traffic monitoring.
Wright’s also acknowledges using
clear gifs, which enable it “ to gauge
the effectiveness of our services
and marketing programs.” It does not
provide a link to the NAI opt-out.

SNAP RFV requirements:
Opt-in for sharing with third parties:
Wright’s Market does not share personal
information with third parties for
marketing purposes. But it de facto
shares when customers click on ads.
Opt-out for internal marketing uses:
Wright’s Market disclosures state that
a customer can set contact preferences
after registration. No such “Your Contact
Preferences” page was found. No
other internal marketing opt-outs were
provided.
Additional Criteria:
Wright’s Market privacy policy makes no
references to geolocation data. And the
Ghostery tool recorded one ad-related
tracker and found two cases where the
tool had to anonymize unsafe personal
data before it was shared with third
parties. The privacy policy did not provide
a link to the NAI opt-out for third-party
personalized targeted ads.
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